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WATSONVILLE WETLANDS WATCH:
TWENTY YEARS OF VISION IN ACTION
Until quite recently, North America’s wetlands had a terrible reputation. Many people
saw them as mucky, marshy, boggy, buggy places that were better off drained, filled, and built
upon. In California, at least 90 percent of wetlands—wet-and-dry places that tend to undergo
fluctuating water levels and that don’t completely belong to either the terrestrial or the aquatic
realm—have already fallen to agriculture and urban development. The destruction has been
especially extensive in wetlands that lie along the coast.
Belatedly, citizens are learning from scientists, artists, writers and other astute observers
just what essential wonders we lose when we eliminate wetlands. With their unique ecological
and hydrological features, these areas control flooding and limit storm damage. They hold back
erosion, clean our water supplies, and recharge groundwater. They sport unique communities
of plants and support huge populations of resident and migratory fish, birds, and other wildlife.
And they are sources of aesthetic delight, of solace and escape and recreation.
Nobody knows the value of wetland environments better than the leaders and supporters,
employees and volunteers of Watsonville Wetlands Watch. Twenty-some years ago, a few
observant local residents realized that the Pajaro Valley watershed in southern Santa Cruz
County is blessed with one of the largest fresh-water wetlands systems on the California
coast—and that this 800-acre backyard treasure was in imminent peril of destruction by
heedless development. Among the thousands of birds and other wildlife species frequenting
the six interlinked sloughs (wetland environments contained within channels) were many rare,
threatened and endangered species, including more than a third of the declining birds listed in
California as “species of special concern.”
The group’s concerted efforts eventually put a stop to an 800-home development project
that had been proposed for the uplands of Struve Slough, and WWW—”the Watch”—was born.
The new organization set as its goal protection of the entire system of sloughs and wildlife-rich
uplands that lie adjacent to Watsonville—and that meander, sometimes unnoticed, into the
city’s outlying districts. “Watsonville Wetlands Watch is dedicated,” says the group’s mission
statement, “to the protection, restoration, and appreciation of the wetlands of the Pajaro Valley,
especially involving members of the Watsonville community and students of the Pajaro Valley
Unified School District.”
In the two decades since its launching, Watsonville Wetlands Watch has matured into a
highly effective force for local conservation, education, and community building. The group’s
geographic scope has expanded beyond the Watsonville sloughs to embrace all wetlands in the
Pajaro Valley. Its prodigious fundraising efforts have supported the hiring of a professional staff
and made possible a wide range of activities, including the construction and extensive use of
a Wetlands Education Resource Center; the development of volunteer docent and stewardship
programs involving local schools as well as the general public; extensive environmental
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education and restoration
programs, scientific research, and
monitoring; cooperation with
government agencies and other
stakeholders involved in area
land-use planning decisions, and
participation in the role of expert,
advocate and watchdog.
WWW holds open meetings to
inform the public about wetlandsrelated issues. It fosters creative
and cultural activities to deepen
community connection to the
wetlands. And it produces publications and other educational materials, including an awardwinning book, Watching the Wetlands: An Armchair Guide to the Watsonville Slough System.
Given the organization’s energetic activity on a variety of fronts, it’s no wonder that
newcomers often have questions about how it all began, what happened when, and who did
what. With WWW’s 20th anniversary celebrated in 2012, the Board of Directors saw the need
for a document that would present highlights of this rich organizational history in an accessible
format. Former and current board and staff members contributed recollections representing
various aspects of WWW’s activities and accomplishments; these were edited and formatted
into an illustrated document.
The resulting collaborative overview that you are now reading provides an introduction
to WWW’s many accomplishments over the past 20 years. Embellished here and there with
brief personal narratives by some of the people of the Watch, the document consists primarily
of a series of timelines—each tracing the organization’s activities within a particular area, such
as education or restoration, arts or advocacy. Of course, many of the events charted in these
separate chronologies actually took place simultaneously and interdependently. For example,
restoration and education are two strands of activity that have intertwined from the very
beginning, when WWW was awarded a Whale Tail grant to enable grade school children to
prepare and plant vegetation for restoration projects.
By disentangling the strands of this braided history into discrete timelines, we have aimed
to make a complex story easier to follow. In the process, we have also necessarily generated
some repetition from one timeline to another. Our goal is to enable a reader interested in one
particular area of WWW’s work, such as environmental advocacy, to turn to the relevant
section for a quick yet reasonably comprehensive overview. We also encourage readers to make
creative use of the timelines—for example, by flipping through the document to discover what
happened within each category in a given year, in order to get a broad account of our activities
during that twelve-month period.
Happy reading. We hope you find what follows useful and informative.
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Organization
Begun in response to development that threatened the Pajaro Valley’s fresh-water wetlands, the
Watsonville Wetlands Watch has grown from a small but tenacious group of concerned citizens to a major
player in the environmental and educational fields of the Watsonville area. As its first mission statement
declared, the Watsonville Wetlands Watch is “dedicated to the protection, restoration and appreciation
of the wetlands of the Pajaro Valley.” The following chronology summarizes significant events in the
organization’s formation and growth. More detailed descriptions of projects mentioned here may be found
in the “Advocacy” timeline, which follows this one.
1991 –In the wake of damage caused by the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, Watsonville
was facing a development crossroads—
deliberating over whether to continue draining
and filling the valley’s wetlands in response
to a growing population’s needs, or to make
a serious commitment to preserving natural
resources. The Watsonville City Council and

its new mayor, Todd McFarren, reflected the
shift toward more progressive values. Mayor
McFarren thought the city needed its own
environmental organization. Concerned about
potential impacts of developments being
proposed at the time, he invited interested
environmentalists to discuss a 905-unit
residential project in the city of Watsonville
that had been proposed by J. Lohr Properties
Bob Lyons with young naturalists
in 1990. This project had previously been
referred to (see the Final EIR, 10/90 i) as Landmark Estates, but was changed to The Villages
by J. Lohr Properties. Another proposed housing project, Horizon Hills, was a concurrent
source of concern. Also in the works were a site search for a third Pajaro Valley Unified
School District high school, focusing on Green Valley Road, and a new Watsonville General
Plan.
This core group, including Dick Bernard, Jerry Busch, and Christine Johnson-Lyons,
expanded to forty local people. With the support of the Elkhorn Slough Reserve and docents
at the invitation of Director Mark Silberstein, they formed the Watsonville Wetlands Watch,
whose mission was “to protect, restore and appreciate the wetlands of the Pajaro Valley.”
Monthly public meetings offered informative talks on various aspects of nature and issues
related to the valley’s wetlands.

1992– The Lohr Villages project was dropped from 905 to 550 units after WWW and others
successfully argued for affordable housing restrictions, 150-foot setbacks from the sloughs,
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and protection of an endangered tar plant population on 3.7 acres. The local Sierra Club
chapter demanded additional evaluation of potential impacts on groundwater and on Longtoed and Tiger Salamanders. Subsequently the developer abandoned pursuit of The Villages
project.
Other development proposals and planning processes also remained at issue: the Horizon
Hills, Valle Vista and Laguna Vista housing projects; the search for a new high school site;
deliberations over the city’s general plan for the next 15-20 years, and the development of a
slough system management plan. WWW was actively involved in all of these and more.
Bob Lyons, with the Watsonville’s Public Utilities Department and Santa Cruz County Public
Works Department, led slough clean-ups that became seasonal events. The first issue of The
Watch was published.
1993– The organization began holding regular meetings with agendas and speakers, as well as
special community programs and events. Our regular use of All Saints Episcopal Church as

a meeting site was underwritten by staunch supporter Diane Porter Cooley. With guidance
from Elkhorn Slough Foundation, we began discussing the establishment of non-profit
status. An umbrella organization for fledgling environmental groups, the Henry James
Foundation, provided a framework that enabled us to operate as a non-profit organization
while we pursued 501(c)(3) status. Administrative duties of WWW were carried out by
committees with members serving as leads. The general membership meetings provided the
venue for updates about the committee work and plans.
In the absence of development restrictions west of Highway One other than those of the
California Coastal Commission, a proposal by Vincent Tai & Associates for an 1100-unit
residential and golf development on 600 acres of coastal agricultural and wetlands was
presented to the City of Watsonville. The city’s general plan was taking shape, its framers
intending to incorporate lands west of Highway One into the city’s sphere of influence.
WWW, along with other environmental and agricultural groups, expressed strong opposition
due to the potential growth-inducing aspects of this plan for urban expansion into the rich
wetland and agricultural resources in this Coastal Zone area. The PVUSD was still searching
for a high school site; WWW was selected to have a representative in the Site Search
Committee. WWW urged the City of Watsonville and Santa Cruz County to develop a slough
system master plan. AMBAG provided funding for a water resources management plan.

1994 – The school district focused on the high school site search committee’s second choice:
the environmentally sensitive Edwards site, west of Highway One and far from housing.
This choice met with objections from WWW, the Santa Cruz County Farm Bureau, and
LAFCO, whose members preferred the Console property alternative on Main Street due to
its proximity to the urbanized area of Watsonville as well as commercial and recreational
properties and services. Developer Chuck Allen re-envisioned Lohr’s “Villages” as
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“Landmark Estates,” a 140-unit housing project (in phase 1) with an elementary school. With
five other local groups, WWW cosponsored a community forum, “Which Way Watsonville?”
at the Episcopal Church on November 29.
1995 – The Tai golf and housing proposal was supported by a 4-3 majority of the Watsonville
City Council as a General Plan “study area.” The Console property, between Ramsay Park
and Struve Slough, was sold to DBO Development Co. DBO
proposed construction of a commercial center, supported
by the City of Watsonville. WWW actively pushed for
maintaining this site’s zoning for residential use, to reduce
pressure to annex coastal areas for housing and to focus
economic/commercial development in the downtown area.
The proposed third high school site continued to undergo
controversy related to growth-inducing impacts and
loss of agricultural and biotic resources. Nonetheless,
PVUSD pursued this site, with active support by the City
of Watsonville, calling for development of an EIR. WWW
would be working on environmental protections on these
projects. The Coastal Commission imposed stringent
TAI Plans are scrutinized on site
conditions connected to the high school site, including an
agreement to not annex or develop land west of Hwy 1. This was a pivotal issue for WWW,
removing the need for litigation for lands west of Hwy 1, leading to improved cooperation
by the City towards WWW.
Flooding in the winter of 1994-95 focused public attention on the Pajaro River, its
maintenance and future.
The final “Water Resources Management Plan for the Watsonville Slough System” was
approved after 18 months of collaboration among many governmental and NGO groups.
LAFCO looked into proposed annexation to the city of lands west of the highway for the Tai
development and new high school.
1996 –Zoning changes allowed DBO’s proposed “Overlook” commercial center to move
forward. The city proposed annexing land along Riverside Drive for industrial/ commercial
use, but this initiative was halted due to a faulty EIR.
In response to Pajaro riverbank vegetation clear-cutting by the flood control district, the
Tai Project, and the Overlook commercial center plan, representatives of seven different

agricultural, green, and social justice groups launched the Campaign to Save Pajaro Valley
Farmlands and Wetlands. The campaign advocated smarter land use and an ecologically
sound agricultural economy, and put forward a Pajaro Valley Alternative Plan.
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1997 – LAFCO approved the Menabe-Bergstrom property, on Riverside Road near Highway
One, for city annexation, while attaching conditions for further annexations. Any plan for
lands west of Highway One would have to be approved by the Coastal Commission, the
County of Santa Cruz, and the City of Watsonville. WWW joined a lawsuit challenging the
EIR for the new high school and offered to search for another site. We also had members on
the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) for the Pajaro River Management Plan, and on
the Futures Project—a collaboration among WWW, the Community Alliance with Family
Farmers, and the Santa Cruz County Farm Bureau to look at infill as an alternative to
expanding into prime agricultural land.
1998– We partnered with other organizations in last-resort litigation concerning EIRs on
Watsonville’s General Plan for lands west of Lee Road, the pre-zoning of Riverside Drive
near Highway One properties, the Overlook Shopping Center (with the Human Rights
Committee), and the Harkins Slough site for the new high school.
The Repass-Rodgers Fund for the Environment through the Community Foundation Santa
Cruz County granted funds for our organizational development, which led to strategic
planning and eventually incorporation for WWW.

1999– Watsonville Wetlands Watch incorporated as a 501 (c) 3 non-profit corporation; directors
of record were Jerry Busch, Clay Kempf, Carol Whitehill, Bob Culbertson and Jim Van
Houten. In October WWW received 501(3) status from the IRS. Grace Hammond led
organizational workshops for the fledgling non-profit, setting the forms of committees,
strategic plans, and implementation.
We began planning for production of a book on the wetlands, built on Jerry Busch’s “Niche”
articles for the newsletter, with an added sections on the cultural history of the Pajaro Valley
by Chris Johnson-Lyons and geology of the sloughs by Gary Kittleson. with artwork by
Andrea Rich.
2000– Donna Bradford, of the Santa Cruz County Department of Planning, spearheaded
Watsonville Slough Resource Planning. Education efforts moved forward with a middleschool Watershed Institute. Approval of the Millennium High School (the working name of
what eventually was officially called Pajaro Valley High School) continued to be stalled due
to the inability of opponents and proponents to find middle ground. In January of 2000, then
Assemblymember Fred Keeley offered to broker negotiations to find a compromise. Three
representatives of environmental groups (including Christine Johnson-Lyons for WWW)
met with three groups advocating for the Edwards property site. From these meetings
came an agreement by environmental groups to support the project site in exchange for a
firm commitment for no further growth by Watsonville beyond its westerly boundary. This
agreement was concretized by three actions: an MOU among the city of Watsonville, the
County of Santa Cruz, and the California Coastal Commission, which strictly proscribed
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further development west of the highway; passage and signing of AB 2144, which increased
the enforceability of the MOU; and a series of easement restrictions for the site.
Our book Watching the Wetlands: An Armchair Guide to the Watsonville Slough System was
published and won a national Independent Publishers award, beating out Yale University
Press in the Environment/Ecology/Nature category. We developed slide shows and public
exhibits to raise community awareness of the wetlands. Our website went live. The sloughs
were the focus of Pajaro Valley Arts Council’s winter exhibit.
Tar Plant Hill’s future was under debate as the Bay Breeze housing development moved
forward. A number of stakeholders, including the Zone 7 flood control district, the City and
County, and various regulatory agencies, discussed flood protection plans for the Pajaro,
Salsipuedes, and Corralitos waterways.
2001– A Bay Breeze settlement allowed WWW to negotiate with the developer on Tar Plant
Hill, with an option to buy six acres within two years. Action Pajaro Valley, born from the
coalition of WWW, Community Alliance with Family Farmers, the Farm Bureau, the City
of Watsonville, the County of Santa Cruz, and business interests, neared completion of a
preferred Urban Growth Boundary for Watsonville. Once approved by the stakeholders, it
would go to a vote by the public.
WWW member Christine Johnson-Lyons represented the agency in monitoring the PVUSD’s
plans for the high school construction. She served in the role of the group’s representative
on the Environment & Construction Partnership Committee to ensure consistency with and
fidelity to the EIR and CCC’s directives.
We held a fundraising workshop with consultant Karen Delaney.
2002– We celebrated ten years of wetland protection with a gathering at Pajaro Dunes and a
talk by Mark Silberstein of the Elkhorn Slough Foundation. The website grew and debuted a
fresh, informative format. Home Depot introduced plans to level a hill at the head of Struve
Slough, to much local opposition. Friends of Pajaro Dunes partnered with WWW to protect
the last mile of Watsonville Slough.
Fall saw the groundbreaking for the new high school. WWW began a capital fundraising
campaign to build the Wetlands Education Resource Center (WERC) in partnership with the
City of Watsonville and the Pajaro Valley Unified School District.
2003 – Measure U, the proposed urban growth boundary hammered out over four years with
WWW as part of the Steering Committee, passed the public vote. Laura Kummerer led
restoration projects on the DFG lands at Struve Slough, aided by a Whale Tail grant from
the state. Mitigation funds from the Seaview Ranch housing project underwrote restoration
around the slough, dovetailing with a Coastal Commission grant for an experiential
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elementary education program.
The City developed a Trails Master Plan with participation by WWW; the first phase of trail
construction began. The City sent interns door-to-door to provide new homeowners along
the slough with information about native plants, the value of the slough and its trail system,
and the importance of keeping cats away from slough environments.
The Army Corps of Engineers ignored environmental concerns in designing flood control
on the Pajaro River, despite urging by the Citizens’ Advisory Committee (stakeholder
committee).
2004– The first docent class was run by Marian Martinez and Bob Culbertson with 17
participants enrolled for five weeks. Kathryn Metz financed a brochure about WWW with
design by Lisa Zaretsky and photos by Paul Zaretsky. We sent out our first fundraising letter.
Restoration continued strongly under the guidance of Laura Kummerer, with a grant by West
Marine, equipment loaned by C&N Tractors, and support from Wildwood Natural Foods,
the Department of Fish & Game (DFG), and hours of volunteer labor. New Whale Tail funds
extended outreach and education.

Pajaro River flood control planners (ACOE, the Counties of Santa Cruz and Monterey, and
various stakeholders) haggled over plan elements. WWW continued to play a role.
2005– Planning and fundraising for the WERC were going strong with commitments from
individuals, businesses, and providers of staffing grants. We broke ground for the lab,
greenhouse and outdoor lab. Education
coordinator Rachael Garrett was hired. A
second docent class explored the sloughs.
WWW helped with the first Birding Festival in
Watsonville.
Strategic planning for the next five years began
with Grace Hammond guiding the board.
2006 –The new Fitz WERC opened, thanks to
“Struve Slough” by Kathryn Metz
much community financial and volunteer
aid. New staff members included Rachel Garrett for education—funded by the Packard
Foundation—and Jonathan Pilch at the restoration helm. We partnered with PVUSD on
restoration at the high school site. WWW’s recommendations to the city for restoration
and wetland management were incorporated into the General Plan. WWW staff helped
Pajaro Valley High teachers implement NOAA’s B-WET Watershed Education grant. Ruth
Hofmeister Memorial Greenhouse opened, dedicated to the mother of Laura Hofmeister,
who donated the funds. WWW acquired Tar Plant Hill with funds from DFG’s Wildlife
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Conservation Board.
2007– A grant from the Cowell Foundation initiated the Wetland Stewards program. We hired
Kathy Fieberling as volunteer coordinator. Driscoll’s Charitable Fund and AT&T Pebble
Beach Charities funded the WERC’s outdoor classroom. The Packard Foundation funded a
part-time Executive Director, with Kris Beall initially filling the position (see 2008). A NOAA
Project SEE grant integrated science into other curricula. WWW received a welfare tax
exemption as a charitable organization.
We held our first annual fundraising brunch at the new WERC.
2008 – We hired part-time WERC ED Kris Beall, along with part-time development director
Genie Dee. United Way recognized board member Bob Culbertson as an Environmental
Hero; he joined board members Carol Whitehill (2005) and Jim Van Houten (2004) in
that honor. In 2010 Kris Beall was also named an environmental hero. Two hundred fifty
thousand dollars in State Prop. 50 funds was awarded for restoration. We started an
Endowment Fund with the Community Foundation of Santa Cruz County.		
2009– WWW partnered with Job Corps on restoration projects. The Packard Foundation
awarded a program grant for biodiversity monitoring, and we received funds from the
Monterey Peninsula Foundation for a Math in the Wetlands program. WWW partnered
with the Monterey Bay Aquarium, UC Santa Cruz Shennan Labs, US Fish & Wildlife Service
and the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County to expand restoration and education programs. A
well-attended community lecture series focused on the natural history of the wetlands. Our
website continued to offer improved information, event listings and user-friendliness. WWW
won a blue ribbon at the Santa Cruz County Fair for a mini-wetland display. We held our
first greenhouse plant sale.
Pajaro River flood control plans were still under consideration; WWW members contributed
to the deliberations.
2010– WWW contracted with the City to maintain slough trails and with Santa Cruz County
Resource Conservation District (RCD) for restoration on High Ground Organics land
owned by SC Land Trust. Watsonville-Aptos Adult Education birding classes were held at
the WERC. Our Wetland Stewards program was bolstered by a grant from Pacific Forest &
Watershed Lands Council. We worked with Pajaro Dunes for restoration of the “last mile” on
Watsonville Slough.
Our business outreach committee networked with green companies in Santa Cruz County to
help develop a funding base.
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Environmental Heroes Bob Culbertson, 2008; Jim Van Houten, 2004; Kris Beall, 2010; and Carol Whitehill, 2005.

2011 -- A seed farm for native grasses and wildflowers expanded our project at High
Ground Organics in partnership with the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County and Resource
Conservation District of Santa Cruz County.
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Advocacy
Since its inception in 1991, Watsonville Wetlands Watch has engaged in ongoing advocacy for wetland
and upland protection, including access to trails around the Watsonville sloughs and the Pajaro River.
We have accomplished this by helping to develop the Watsonville City’s general plan and by carefully
examining EIR’s for proposed subdivisions and other new construction. Often this has involved
litigation. Initially, our ideas were rejected on numerous projects and issues involving preservation of the
wetlands, but ultimately, through our increased influence, often via litigation, we became more respected
and mutual cooperation became the norm. The following is a chronological listing of some of our advocacy
activities.

RESIDENTAL DEVELOPMENT
1991– J. Lohr Properties, the Villages:
The Watsonville wetlands finger out among urban areas within the city of Watsonville and
into surrounding agricultural areas, which lie primarily west of Highway One. The Lohr
Villages Project was the first proposed major subdivision for the lands on the east side of
the highway but adjacent to the environmentally sensitive East Struve Slough wetlands and
uplands. The prospective developers proposed a general plan amendment from industrial
to residential zoning, to allow 1000 units of residential development. Issues raised by this
amendment included threats to tar plant conservation, potential loss of grasslands, and
inadequate slough buffers. Vigorous opposition by WWW and others eventually convinced
the developers to withdraw their proposal.
1991 – Horizon Hills Subdivision Project:
WWW was successful in defeating this early residential subdivision proposal west of
Highway One. The concerns raised in response to this development proposal centered on a
need for sediment basins and wider buffers around wetlands.
1991-2000 – Bay Breeze Subdivision project:
This proposed subdivision was within city limits on the east side of Highway One, but
adjacent to a large reach of the sloughs. WWW opposed the development plan because
it provided inadequate protection for the wetlands and adjacent uplands. A major feature
of our opposition was the need to protect a colony of the endangered Santa Cruz tar plant
growing on Tar Plant Hill. The plan was approved by the City. WWW sued the City and the
developer over the inadequate EIR for the development plan. After years of negotiations
and court appearances, WWW achieved a partial victory in court, leading to a settlement
agreement whereby WWW received an option to purchase Tar Plant Hill. This was a
complex, years-long process, and a significant victory for WWW in the end. For a more
complete story, read the section on Tar Plant Hill. (See pages 26 and 41.)
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1997– Overlook Development on Main Street in Watsonville at Struve Slough:
This development complex includes the present Target store. WWW opposed this project
because of concerns about its encroachment into Struve Slough and the Slough Trails System,
the absence of adequate plans to protect and restore the Slough, and pressures for housing
west of Highway One. The City wanted this project not only for its economic promise but
also because it would provide the street improvements needed to open lands on the “west
side” of Watsonville (east of Highway One) for future development. Ultimately, WWW
settled a lawsuit against the project for commitments by the developer to protect and restore
portions of Struve Slough.
2003 – Seaview Ranch Subdivision project:
This project was within city limits and adjacent to Bay Breeze subdivision, and like Bay
Breeze fronted the edges of the sloughs. WWW participated in the planning process for this
subdivision. We lobbied for environmental protection of the uplands between the sloughs
and the housing, and for ongoing funding to maintain protected areas of uplands. We
ultimately did contract work to help restore these environmentally crucial protected areas.
2003 – Las Brisas Subdivision project:
This project was also within the city limits and adjacent to Seaview Ranch subdivision.
Located along Watsonville Slough at Ohlone Parkway, it was originally proposed as a 136unit residential development. The City approved a grading plan that committed the project
before WWW was aware of the proposal. The issues here included the amount of setback
from Watsonville Slough and the need for environmental restoration. We ultimately were
successful in getting mitigation funds for restoration of the trail area along the edge of
Watsonville Slough and other adjacent wetland areas.
2011 – Office Building, Technology Drive:
WWW has reviewed plans for several development projects on land on Technology Drive
in Watsonville along a riparian corridor just east of Highway One. The most recent proposal
is for 40,000 square feet of office and medical office space. Issues include the environmental
value of the riparian corridor through the property, whether the property can be reasonably
developed without destroying the wetlands and whether loss of the wetlands can be
mitigated by an off-site restoration project.

LAND USE PLANNING AND CONSERVATION ISSUES
Watsonville general plans are named by the year of their expiration. Thus the 2005 General Plan expired
in 2005; the next plan is due to expire in 2020 and is therefore known as the 2020 General Plan.
1991 – Ohlone Cemetery and Native American Lands Protection:
WWW partnered with the Ohlone Council to protect sacred lands adjacent to Struve Slough
off of Lee Road, helping raise cultural awareness for the Ohlone people.
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1991 – Housing and Environmental Policy statement:
WWW produced a policy statement linking environmental protection with low-income
housing. We encouraged infill development rather than annexation and peripheral
development.
1991-1994 – Watsonville 2005 General Plan:
This was WWW’s first wetland/uplands advocacy. At these planning meetings we insisted
on the importance of preserving wetlands and wetland habitat. The result was recognition
of the wetlands’ importance and specific language for environmental protection within the
Watsonville 2005 General Plan.
1991-2000 – PVUSD Third High School site search:
In the 1990s, the Pajaro Valley Unified School District started a long process to identify a
site for a proposed third High School. Several possible sites were considered. The District
initially favored a site at Pinto Lake but eventually chose the present site on the only pocket
of city land west of Highway One. WWW argued for a site on Main Street, next to Ramsey
Park. The City lobbied the District for the present site, which raised WWW concerns about

further development west of Highway One. After many meetings with the District, we filed
a lawsuit challenging the EIR for the project. This led to high-level negotiations in which
WWW was a key partner (described in the previous section and further on in the timeline)
on the Fitz Wetlands Environmental Resource Center.

1992-1995 – Watsonville Sloughs Water Resources Management Plan:
WWW pressed Santa Cruz County to develop a Master Plan for the Watsonville Slough
System. Ultimately, SC County and Monterey County employed AMBAG to search for
funding to do the Master Plan. AMBAG found funding for a Water Resources Management
plan. We felt that this was a good first step for the Master Plan. AMBAG retained the
consulting firm Questa to do the studies and complete the Plan. The process was overseen by
a Technical Advisory Committee chaired by a Jim Van Houten, a longtime WWW member.
This project resulted in the desired plan and led to other studies and periodic meetings of
the various parties interested in the Watsonville Slough System. The group convening these
meetings, which still occur several times a year, is now called the Watsonville Slough System
Stewardship Committee.
1995 – Watsonville General Plan 2005 Update and Amendment (including the Area West of
Highway One):
The City proposed to amend the GP to include 600 acres of coastal agricultural lands and
wetlands (the Tai & Associates property) west of Highway One in order to accommodate
a golf course and up to 1800 homes. The developer was Vincent Tai & Associates of San
Francisco. The project has since become known as the “Tai Project.” The area was bounded
generally by Lee Road, Harkins Slough Road, Watsonville Slough and Harkins Slough.
The major issue was the leapfrogging of urban development into the Coastal Zone west of
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Highway One. Other issues included protection of prime agricultural land and wetlands;
traffic; the extension of city services, and proximity to the Airport. WWW continued its
challenge to both the proposal and the process publicly, in coalition with other groups,
and in court. Ultimately the proposed expansion was dropped as a result of the City’s
early 2000 agreement (and vote) to not pursue this site, or any other development project
activities on the west side of its border, as part of the high school negotiation facilitated by
Assemblymember Keeley and MOU. Many years later this would lead to acquisition and
protection of this land by the Santa Cruz County Land Trust.
1996 – LAFCO rejection of the City of Watsonville’s Sphere of Influence amendment:
The City of Watsonville proposed to annex 94 acres of land owned by Manabe and
Bergstrom. This required approval from the Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO).
Proponents argued for housing and economic development. Opponents argued that this
annexation was premature and that the City should consolidate development within its
present boundaries. WWW participated in the LAFCO hearings, which were contentious and
highly political and entailed two long evenings of testimony. Hundreds of people testified.
Ultimately, LAFCO turned down the City’s application and successfully defended a lawsuit
filed by the City. WWW member Jim Van Houten was Chairman of LAFCO at this time and
presided over the hearings.

1999 – Pajaro Valley Futures Study:
This planning study funded by the Packard Foundation was initiated by WWW and led by a
committee of the Community Alliance with Family Farmers (CAFF), the Santa Cruz County
Farm Bureau, and WWW. The study gathered information about vacant and underutilized
properties in Watsonville and confirmed the ability of the City to meet its growth needs
through infill of vacant and underutilized lands within and adjoining its borders. As a result
of this effort the City of Watsonville convened a Visioning Process for the Pajaro Valley
through Action Pajaro Valley, which became a community planning process leading to
Measure U.
2001-2002 – Urban Growth Boundary /Measure U:
This City of Watsonville ballot measure was supported by 60% of Watsonville voters after a
major campaign to pass it under the direction of Action Pajaro Valley, supported by WWW.
The measure defined the new Urban Limit Line for the City. WWW had opposed the City’s
plans for expansion of its boundaries west and east onto wetlands and prime agricultural
lands. WWW saw the benefit of an urban growth boundary, entering into negotiations with
the other competing interests and ultimately working hard for the passage of Measure U.
Competing issues were the needs for the City to grow, for environmental protection, and
for smart growth. The City of Watsonville supported Measure U, which again stipulated no
annexation, and therefore no development of any more land west of Highway One.
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2000-present – PVWMA Basin Management Plan:
WWW has been involved in a number of efforts to develop and update the Basin
Management Plan for the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency. Beginning in 2000 we
were represented on the agency’s Technical Advisory Committee. We continue to be involved
in the planning process.
2003 – City of Watsonville Water Treatment Plant Expansion:
When the City constructed additions to the existing water treatment plant off Beach Road,
they needed additional utilities for the new facility. WWW expressed concerns that these
utility extensions violated the terms of the High School development permits. Utility lines
were ultimately extended for the Water Treatment Plant but—thanks to WWW’s efforts—
were of a size that made them unavailable for future development.
2003-2004 – Watsonville Sloughs Watershed Conservation and Enhancement Plan:
Following completion of the Watsonville Slough System Water Resources Management Plan
(WRMP), WWW continued to press the City and County for a Master Plan for the sloughs
and slough restoration and urged continuation of the slough meetings. We asked for water
quality monitoring and planning activities to further the goals of the WRMP. The County
was reluctant to engage in this effort, as was the City, for a time. WWW continued to press
for meetings of the various interests in the Sloughs; we were finally successful in getting
funding and participation from the County of Santa Cruz, the Coastal Conservancy and the
Federal Environmental Protection Agency to develop the Watsonville Sloughs Watershed
Conservation and Enhancement Plan. This was the Master Plan that we had sought for so
many years.
2005 – LAFCO approval of Second Manabe/Bergstrom/Ow Annexation proposal:
Unlike the prior Manabe/Bergstrom annexation proposal, WWW and many others
supported this proposed new addition to the City of Watsonville. This time, the City and
developers entered into an agreement that prohibited “big box” development and large auto
dealerships, and focused on smaller-scale industrial/commercial development. The common
feeling was that things had changed in Watsonville and that there had been considerable
infill development.
2005-2006 – City of Watsonville General Plan Vista 2030:
Modifications achieved by WWW included:
• A requirement for a Special Use permit for projects within 100 feet of a wetland.
• A requirement for a Wetlands Management Policy to be developed as part of the specific
plan process.
• A longterm financing mechanism for wetlands restoration as a part of the specific plan
process.
• The addition of several sensitive areas to the General Plan lists.
As of this report the GP 2030 has been suspended by a lawsuit concerning expansion of
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city limits into the Buena Vista area and development in the flight path of the Watsonville
Airport.
2006 – Tar Plant Hill Acquisition:
As a part of the settlement agreement of the lawsuit against the City and developer Al Smith,
WWW received an option to purchase the six-acre Tar Plant Hill property. We insisted on
an appraisal to establish the value of the property. Our appraisal came in very low, while
the property owner got an appraisal that was very high. Rather than go to mediation, we
agreed to a neutral third appraisal, which landed between the high and low appraisals
and established the value of the property at $475,000. After considerable negotiation and
assistance from Assemblyman Fred Keeley, we were able to get funding for the purchase
through the Wildlife Conservation Board, the acquisition arm of the Department of Fish and
Game. Acquisition of the property has allowed WWW to protect and enhance one of the
remaining populations of Tar Plant in this area.
2006-2007 – Atkinson Lane:
The Atkinson Lane property was part of Measure U; there was a hope that this parcel could
accommodate low-income housing. Complicating issues included concerns about protecting
a significant wetland on the property. The property is on the boundary between the City of
Watsonville and the unincorporated area of the County. Both the city and the County wanted
to use this property to meet their State-mandated low-income housing requirements. WWW
was part of the planning group considering the parcel’s appropriate uses, density levels, and
other concerns. As of this report, the project is still in limbo.
2006-2007 – Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission Funding Task Force:
WWW was a member of the Transportation Funding Task Force, which was established by
the Regional Transportation Commission to see if a program could be developed that would
provide funding for transportation improvements in Santa Cruz County. The Task Force
was facilitated by former Assemblymember Fred Keeley. The process included many people
representing various interests. After months of negotiating by the Task force members, all
options failed to establish broad support.
2007-2010 – Manabe/Ow Specific Plans:
The Manabe/Ow Specific Plan process was a major City of Watsonville planning project to
create a development plan for the 93-acre annexation to the city. WWW was a member of
the Technical Advisory Committee, along with a number of others including representatives
of business, education, local residents and property owners. A planning consultant for the
City developed studies and drafts of the plan for consideration by the committee. Issues
included project density goal of at least 2200 created jobs; establishment of and impacts
on trails; environmental protection and traffic impacts on adjacent neighborhoods. The
property is crossed by Watsonville Slough; most of it lies within the 100-year flood plain.
After months of work, the Advisory Committee approved the Specific Plan, which was then
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ultimately approved by the Planning Commission and City Council. Persistent and potential
development problems include the flooding potential and present economic uncertainty.
2007 – Manabe/Ow Restoration Plan:
As a condition of this property’s annexation, the City required restoration and enhancement
of Watsonville Slough as it crosses the property. The city provided construction funding
(mostly through State and Federal grants) and the property owners provided the land. Initial
stages of the project included the development of a large lake on 25 acres of the property
and enhancement of Watsonville Slough as far west as Ohlone Parkway. The balance of the
project still awaits development as of this writing.
2007 – Santa Cruz County Eco Park (Solid Waste Disposal Site):
The County of Santa Cruz has long been seeking a solution to the limited capacity of the
Buena Vista Land Fill site. Discussions have been contentious because of serious impacts
likely to arise at almost all sites under consideration. WWW will continue to monitor these
negotiations.
2010 – City of Watsonville Master Trails Plan:
The City of Watsonville has developed a Trails Plan and part of their ultimate Trails Network.
Santa Cruz County’s present Trails System follows the margins of Struve Slough around a
number of recent residential development projects. Trails will continue to be a major focus
for WWW as we review a number of development projects. Our advocacy for trails has been
strengthened by established trails plans. A new initiative by the City will use a major State
grant to fund further trails planning for the City. WWW will participate fully. Ongoing trails
planning efforts include the following:
• Monterey Bay Sanctuary Trails Project: a Federal project, with interest on the part of
Congressman Sam Farr.
• The Coastal Trail Project—a project of the State of California.
• The Rail/Trail Project—a project of Santa Cruz County.
• The Caltrans Bike Trail—a project of Caltrans.

PAJARO RIVER FLOOD CONTROL
1991 – Ongoing Pajaro River Flood Control Project:
As of this writing, a final plan has not been developed. An interim plan for excavating the
channel between the existing levees (proposed by the Sierra Blub and WWW) and been
approved and is under construction.
WWW has been active in the Pajaro River Flood Control Project in a number of different
capacities since 1991:
1997 – Pajaro River Maintenance Plan:
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This process was dominated by then Supervisor Ray Belgard and County staff.
Representatives included WWW, DFG, the Farm Bureau, the City of Watsonville and the
Farm Bureau. Ultimately the Plan, calling for clearing much of the river channel, was
approved, over our objections. We were able to keep it from applying to the section of the
River west (downstream) of Highway One.
1997-present – River Advocates/Sierra Club Pajaro River Committee:
WWW partnered with others to form River Advocates and later joined forces with the local
chapter of the Sierra Club to protect the Pajaro River—a process it has been engaged in for
years. We have written a number of letters to Santa Cruz and Monterey Counties and the
Army Corps of Engineers complaining about planning and design processes with potential
impacts on the river, and have hired legal representation to press relevant legal issues. As of
this date, this work is still going on.
2000 – Pajaro River Levee Reconstruction Project Design Review Steering Committee:
This project was precipitated by the Army Corps of Engineers’ determination that the
existing levee was inadequate. Peter Cota-Robles was County staff manager. WWW was
represented on this early design review effort, addressing concerns about loss of riparian
habitat. While little was accomplished, it set us up for future participation in the ongoing
design review process.
2003-present – Action Pajaro Valley Pajaro River Task Force:
This group aimed to disseminate information about the levee reconstruction and gain
community consensus. Most of the obvious stakeholders were included; they have tried hard
to reach consensus, but as of this date have failed because of lack of progress by the ACOE
in completing plans and studies, and because of reluctance of the Counties and the ACOE to
release work in progress.
2000-2005– River Stakeholder meetings:
These meetings were arranged by Assemblymember Sam Farr, with funding from the Coastal
Conservancy. Meetings were facilitated by MIG of Berkeley and entailed the presentation of
plans and studies prepared by the ACOE. Stakeholders represented all interests. The process
produced a lot of information but very little accommodation or agreement.
2006 – River Stakeholder follow-up with Reed Addis, then Sam Farr aide:
These meetings were aimed at reaching some consensus among the parties but they too
failed.

MILLENIUM (PAJARO VALLEY) HIGH SCHOOL
(see also references to this topic in the previous section)

2000 – Pajaro Valley High School Site litigation/negotiation:
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In order to resolve the high school site controversy, the PVUSD, the City, the County and
WWW, CAFF, and the Sierra Club were invited to participate in a negotiation session chaired
by then Assemblymember Fred Keeley. Because of our vigorous opposition to the Edward
Property site favored by the PVUSD and the City (the present site, west of Highway One),
we were asked what it would take to get us to support construction of the High School at
that site. We asked for and were subsequently successful in getting (through an MOU with
the County and the CCC, state legislation, and easements on the boundary) a firm agreement
from the City not to annex and develop any more land west of Highway One.
2000 – City and Coastal Commission hearings and approval of Pajaro Valley High School:
WWW participated in various hearings leading up to the 3/16/2000 Coastal commission
meeting where, after multiple conditions were added, including the boundary agreements
negotiated by Assemblymember Keeley & supported by WWW, approval was given for
the PVUSD project site. The permit for the school included requirements for protection
and enhancement of the environmentally sensitive areas around the campus and limited
expansion of utilities west of the High School site. WWW holds easements protecting these
assets.

2001 - The High School has subsequently been very supportive of environmental education,
and ultimately offered an on-campus building site for the present Wetlands Educational
Resource Center (WERC).
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The Tale of Tar Plant Hill
by Jim Van Houten
January 2007 marked the first anniversary of the acquisition of Tar Plant Hill by Watsonville
Wetlands Watch.
Tar Plant Hill is a six-acre parcel of land
in the City of Watsonville that is one of the last
remaining habitats of the Santa Cruz tar plant.
It is bordered on two sides by dense residential
subdivisions, on another side by a major traffic
artery, and on the fourth by a branch of Struve
Slough—a part of the Watsonville Slough System,
800 acres of prime fresh-water wetlands. The
property is home to a number of threatened or
President Bob Culbertson recognizes Fred Keeley for
endangered species including the Santa Cruz
his help in acquiring Tarplant Hill.
tar plant, once thought to be extinct but rediscovered in the early 1970’s. Of the 45 colonies eventually found, all but a dozen or so have
been completely removed or destroyed. The property is also one of the few locations in the
Watsonville Slough System that supports native grassland as well as providing an amphibian
mitigation corridor. This critical habitat also supports California Red-legged Frogs and
Burrowing Owls. Other species likely to be found on the property are Northern Harriers, Shorteared Owls, White-tailed Kites, Peregrine Falcons, and nesting Cinnamon Teal.
Tar Plant Hill was originally part of the property that became the Bay Breeze Subdivision,
the first major residential development in the immediate vicinity of the Watsonville Slough
System. WWW raised several major objections to the subdivision as originally proposed. We
ultimately sued the City of Watsonville and the developer, and in July, 2000, won a partial
victory in court. This led to a negotiated settlement that gave us a three-year option to buy the
property.
The State Department of Fish and Game and their companion agency the Wildlife
Conservation Board (WCB) expressed interest in the property and offered to assist us in
acquiring it. We attempted to negotiate a purchase of the property with the owner, who is an
experienced real estate developer and had very definite ideas about the worth of the land.
We insisted that the price of the property should be based on an appraisal. We obtained an
appraisal and submitted it to the owner. He felt it was too low and got his own appraisal, which
we felt was too high.
We then had the option of going to arbitration, but instead entered into a new agreement
with the owner that called for both parties to agree on a neutral third appraiser and to accept
the new appraisal—which came in at a level between the previous two—as the true value of the
property. When we took the new agreement, with the now agreed-upon price, back to the WCB,
they said they were bound by the first appraisal (which was much lower) and couldn’t exceed
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that amount. They also said they didn’t have money, at that time, to fund the acquisition. We
ultimately went to Sacramento to meet with the WCB staff, with Assemblymember John Laird’s
staff and with Fred Keeley. Eventually, we prevailed, securing the right to acquire the land at the
neutral third appraiser’s price. The WCB approved funds for the acquisition and the sale of the
property to WWW was completed in January of 2006.
WWW is planning extensive restoration work on the property using volunteers from
the community, local school programs, and Watsonville Wetlands Watch’s corps of trained
volunteers.
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Land Trust of Santa Cruz County
Watsonville Slough Farm Acquisition
In November of 2008, the Land Trust of
Santa Cruz County (LTSCC) announced the
acquisition of 485 acres of coastal wetlands
and agricultural land in the heart of the
Watsonville Slough System, containing
some of the acreage owned by Vincent Tai
& Associates that WWW worked so hard
to keep from being lost to urban expansion
(see page 19). The property, now known
as Watsonville Slough Farm, is bounded,
generally, by Lee Road, Harkins Slough
Road, Watsonville Slough and Harkins
Slough. Hansen’s Slough drains through the
center of the property. This move ensured
the long term protection of these resources,
an accomplishment that would not have
happened without WWW’s early advocacy
work.
LTSCC’s map of protected Watsonville slough lands
An understanding of the history of this
property sheds light on the acquisition’s significance. It’s also useful to have some knowledge
of the physical relationships among the protected wetland and upland properties in the
Watsonville Slough System and the organizations that have brought them together.
The new LTSCC property borders the DFG Reserve across Lee Road. It is adjacent to
extensive holdings by the State and US Fish and Wildlife in Harkins Slough, and it abuts the
Cardoza Dairy. It lies across Harkins Slough Road from Pajaro Valley High School and the
protected lands on each side of the school. The DFG Reserve extends across Highway One
to embrace protected lands in the City of Watsonville, including Struve Slough, Watsonville
Slough and Tar Plant Hill, on the edge of Struve Slough.
One of the first protected properties in the area was the Cardoza Dairy, which was acquired
by the Open Space Alliance, then sold—retaining agricultural and conservation easements that
protected the dairy from development.
In 1995 the Land Trust property had been proposed for development by the Vincent Tai
Company for a golf course and housing. The city of Watsonville proposed a General Plan
Amendment for this property to allow the Golf Course and up to 1800 houses (shown right).
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Watsonville Wetlands Watch opposed the project and the General Plan Amendment
in public hearings and in court. Eventually, the proposed General Plan amendment was
abandoned but the project remained a threat.

In the late 1990s, the location for a new Pajaro Valley High School became an issue of public
debate. Several alternate sites were evaluated by a citizens’ committee, the School District, and
the public. Many stakeholders, including Watsonville Wetlands Watch, favored a site on Main
Street adjacent to Ramsey Park, the site of the present Overlook Shopping Center, to protect the
Coastal natural resources. The City of Watsonville favored the site of the present High School,
on Harkins Slough Road, west of Highway One. WWW argued that the Main Street site was
more central to the school’s attendance area and threatened less environmental damage than the
Harkins Slough Road site. WWW again filed a lawsuit objecting to the Environmental Impact
Report for the project.
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Subsequently, in early 2000, a major negotiation was convened to resolve the conflict related
to locating of the new high school west of Highway One (Edwards Property). WWW was called
upon to fill one of the three environmental seats on the negotiating team. Moderated by former
State Assemblyman Fred Keeley, the negotiations resulted in a historic agreement calling for
approval by the environmental community for locating the new high school in exchange for
the City of Watsonville not pursuing growth into the coastal areas on its westerly border. This
agreement was formalized as a Memorandum of Understanding signed by the County, City
and Coastal Commission—an agreement that can only be overturned by a super-majority of all
three bodies—and strengthened by legislation and property/boundary easements. These were
extremely important concessions. The School site was part of a 120-acre property, the Edwards
Ranch. The School District wanted about 50 acres in the center of the property for the school
campus and agreed to protect the eastern part, which is the upper section of the west branch of
Struve Slough and the western part, which is in the upper watershed of Hansen’s Slough.
The Edwards property development as a high school, as opposed to a residential
development, was critical—likely saving the site and the larger expanse of coastal wetlands

and agricultural lands from far worse ecological impacts. The environmental reserves on the
east and west of the campus and the 120-acre California Department of Fish and Game Reserve
directly across Harkins Slough Road formed the beginning of a major protected wetland system.
In the mid-1990s, the City of Watsonville considered a new Urban Limit Line for future City
development. After a vigorous public campaign, the City adopted an Urban Limit Line (Ballot
Measure U) in 2002 that was consistent with the MOU for the high school: the unincorporated
lands west of Highway One, including the Tai property, were off limits for annexation or City
development. Thus, the protection of these lands as called for by the City-County-Coastal
Commission agreement was further documented by the establishment of the new Urban Limit
Line.
With these protections in place, development of the Tai property had been permanently
blocked. However, repeated offers to purchase the property for preservation, permanently
taking it out of developers’ hands, were rejected. It is a tribute to negotiators of the recent
acquisition that, after all this time, a deal was finally struck.
The LTSCC 485-acre acquisition closes a huge gap in the protected lands in the Watsonville
Slough System. The contiguous wetland system now protects 1000 acres that include important
parts of all the major sloughs in the Watsonville Slough System.
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Fundraising
Watsonville Wetlands Watch’s need for financial support grew over these twenty years from the cost of
simple mailings to keep the membership informed, to funding legal challenges, to capital fundraising for
the WERC and salaries for its subsequent staffing. Built on a solid base of community support, funding
has expanded to an endowment fund, grants, and contracts with city, school and other non-profit
organizations.

WWW Monthly Net Operating Expenses from 1998 to 2011

WWW has grown from its early years of all-volunteer efforts. 2000 reflects an organizational grant from
the Packard Foundation to guide the fledgling group toward future goals. Fundraising for the WERC and
our first permanent paid staff raised the expenses from 2003 onward, and our programs – and expenses
– have continued to expand to date.

1991Begun as a grassroots, all-volunteer organization, WWW needed basic funding to print
a quarterly newsletter to keep members informed—an activity that began with our first
published issue in January 1992. Our first appeal for help was for more active members to
watch-dog various projects. Our first grant, from the David and Lucile Packard Foundation,
paid for E. Grace Hammond and Terry Teitlebaum to lead us through strategic planning and
fundraising basics.
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1996Funds were needed to continue meeting the legal costs of defending the PV environment.
We encouraged members to support ‘The Human Race,’ an annual fundraiser organized by
the Volunteer Center to benefit various community non-profits, but this particular effort did
not generate significant funding.
1997A second Packard grant for development enabled the board to begin strategic planning
and set fundraising targets under the guidance of Grace Hammond and Terry Teitlebaum.
1999The idea of publishing a collection of Jerry Busch’s “Niche” essays in a book called for a
targeted fundraising campaign to cover costs of about $30,000. An EPA grant kicked off a
slough plan project.
2000The Resource Conservation District (RCD) of Santa Cruz County funded a “Growing
Native” seed collection project through 2000-2001 with Amesti and Calabasas Schools.
2002$100,000 in Seaview (housing development) mitigation funds paid for multi-year
restoration projects around Struve and West Struve Sloughs. Friends of Pajaro Dunes began a
“last mile” partnership for slough restoration.
2003We received a second Seaview Ranch mitigation payment of $75,000.
WWW helped the Pajaro River Advocates—a group fighting for a ‘living river’ design for
flood control—hold donations for their outreach costs, since they lacked the structure to hold
their own funds.
With the new high school set to be built along Harkins Slough with an “environmental”
focus, WWW partnered with the PVUSD and the City of Watsonville to create the WERC
(Wetlands Education Resource Center), beginning a capital campaign with a target of over
$200,000. The California Coastal Conservancy granted $125,000 for the capital fund, with an
additional $30,000 to furnish and supply the WERC.
The first part of a Whale Tail grant from the California Coastal Conservancy built on the SC
RCD “growing natives” project began with Laura Kummerer.
2004saw the development of an informational brochure for WWW, underwritten by a
supporter. An appeal for restoration funds was sweetened by a $1000 challenge match by one
of our members. The second phase of the Whale Tail grant was awarded.
2005 $195,000 of the target $235,000 for the WERC had been raised, while a staffing grant of
$30,000 had been awarded. To fill the shelves of the resource library, we made a request for
funds and for specific book topic areas.
2006With the opening of the WERC and the high school, WWW had reached its capital
fundraising goal. WWW hired permanent full-time staff, including WERC Coordinator
Rachel Garrett, funded by a 2-year Packard Grant, and Restoration Specialist Jonathan Pilch,
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supported through grants and mitigation funds. We received additional mitigation funds
of $50,000 from Las Brisas development, and a National Fish & Wildlife Federation (NFWF)
grant for West Struve restoration. The Wildlife Conservation Board granted $475,000 for the
Tar Plant Hill purchase. We received a B-WET grant from NOAA for Project SEE (Sloughbased Environmental Education).
2007Volunteer Coordinator Kathy Fieberling was hired. Wetlands Stewards, an after-school
program, was begun with a grant from the Cowell Foundation. Project SEE entered its
second year.
2008Development Director Genie Dee was hired. Prop.50 funds of $125,000 over 3 years were
awarded for restoration.
2009Our endowment fund started with $25,000. Our ongoing Northern Harrier donor program
(for supporters who pledge over a period of three to five years) began with a “Back to
School” brunch. We received a $125,000 Packard Foundation grant to develop biodiversity
monitoring, plus NFWF and Stewardship Council grants totaling $50,000 to support the
program and $15,000 from the Monterey Peninsula Foundation for math education in the
wetlands. We held our first plant sale from the Hofmeister Greenhouse, which had been
funded by a supporter.
2010This was the year of our “Keep Wetlands Afloat” campaign. WWW contracted with city
to maintain trails. We received Watershed Council grants totaling $30,000 for the Wetland
Steward program. Our plant sale raised $500.
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Individual and Corporate Partners
WWW has built on strong community support. Many individuals and local businesses, non-profit
foundations, governmental agencies and foundations have contributed to the organization’s success
through grants, service contracts and donated goods or services. We thank all these supporters:
Action Pajaro Valley
J. Allison Landscape
Armanasco Public Relations
Michael Arnone Landscape Architecture
The Bird Feeder
C&N Tractors
CA Coastal Commission
CA Coastal Conservancy: Whale Tail grants
CA Dept. of Fish & Game
CA FarmLink
CA Wildlife Conservation Board
CA Prop 50
Campaign to Save Pajaro Valley
Community Action Board of Santa Cruz County, Inc.
Carollo Engineers
Cavanaugh Color
Central Coast Wilds/Ecol. Concerns Inc.
Century Chevrolet
Chris Kummerer Designs
Coastal Watershed Council
Community Foundation Santa Cruz County
The Covello Group Inc.
The S. H. Cowell Foundation
Cyber Solutions of Aptos
David and Lucille Packard Foundation
Diane Porter Cooley
DBH Horton Housing Developers
Driscoll Corp.
Del Monte Foods
Karen Delaney, consultant
Elkhorn Slough Foundation
Environmental Council
Evergreen Landscape
Fish & Game Commission
Fitz Fresh Mushrooms: Patrick Fitz
Marty Franich Chrysler
Marty Franich Ford
Freedom Rotary
Friends of Pajaro Dunes
Granite Construction, Inc
Grace Hammond, Consultant
Laura Hofmeister
HP Employee Charitable Giving
IBM Corp/matching gifts
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Henry James Foundation
Job Corps
Kayak Connection
Kittleson Environmental Consulting
Land Trust of Santa Cruz Co
League of Latin American Citizens
Richard McFarland Associates
Merrill Associates Environmental Consultants
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
Nicholson Family Foundation
NOAA/B-WET
Pacific Forest & Watershed Lands Council
Packard Foundation
Pajaro Dunes Association
Pajaro River Management Plan
PVUSD: Katherine Hatch and Finance Terry McHenry
Pondsaway, Inc
Route 1 Farms
Santa Cruz Co Farm Bureau
Santa Cruz Co Dept of Environmental Health:
Donna Bradford
Santa Cruz Co Resource Conservation District
Santa Cruz Seaside Co
Santa Cruz Sentinel
Santa Cruz Sierra Club
Save our Shores
Sierra Azul Nursery
The Spot
Mark Silberstein of Elkhorn Slough Foundation
Toyota of Santa Cruz
UCSC Shennan Labs
US Fish & Wildlife Foundation
Watsonville Cadillac
Watsonville City: Todd McFarren
Public Utilities Dept: Bob Gyer and Nancy Lockwood
Nature Center: Michelle Templeton & Tami Stoltzenthaller
West Marine
Wildwood Natural Foods
Lisa Zaretsky, graphic designer
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RESTORATION PROJECTS
Environmental restoration is a key part of the Watsonville Wetlands Watch mission. Not only important
in its own right, this activity provides opportunities for education, volunteer participation and
fundraising. The Restoration Program has advanced from its status as one of WWW’s initial two core
prongs (along with advocacy) during its formation as a small, all-volunteer project to a major program
involving paid staff, volunteers, and students who collect, propagate, and plant native seed.

Important work has been done on the Pajaro Valley High School campus and at diverse
areas within the Watsonville Slough System throughout WWW’s history. Early restoration
work focused on two areas: slough clean-ups and habitat restoration on the CA Dept. of Fish
& Game property. Since its opening, the Wetlands Educational Resource Center (WERC) has
provided a base for administrative and logistical support for the Restoration program. The heart
of the program lies in the Ruth Hofmeister Memorial Greenhouse and the Shade House, where
native plant seed is propagated prior to planting in various restoration projects. Grant funding
has played a major role in the restoration program, but additional resources have come from
contractual arrangement with the Pajaro Valley Unified School District, the City of Watsonville,
the Land Trust of Santa Cruz County, the Santa Cruz County Resource Conservation District,
and contracts with developers to support mitigation work for land development projects.

Slough Cleanup Days

Among WWW’s two earliest restoration activities were slough cleanups. Bob Lyons,
WWW Restoration Committee Chairperson, led WWW members in pulling out shopping carts,
tires, and a great variety of other trash from the sloughs. The earliest mention of this project
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was in the Summer 1993 newsletter. A November 1998 newsletter article reported that the
City of Watsonville provided a dumpster for the six to eight cubic yards of junk removed from
sloughs near Harkins Slough Road. Sometimes these activities coincided with larger community
beautification and environmental awareness activities such as Coastal Clean-up Days and Earth
Day. The last cleanup report to date appeared in the Winter 2002 newsletter, but many slough
clean-ups continue to this day, particularly in cooperation with students at Pajaro Valley High
School.

Restoration Committee
The Restoration Committee began in 1992 and was led by Bob Lyons. The Fall 1998
newsletter announced the creation of a Steering Committee, which included the formation
of various committees to formalize the work of the organization. Included was a Restoration
Committee “to do restoration projects and clean-ups in the Watsonville Wetlands.”

Department of Fish and Game / West Struve Slough Property
This property, located along Lee Road and Harkins Slough Road (across from Pajaro Valley
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High School), is the site of the first and longest continuing restoration work by WWW staff and
volunteers. Through consultation and cooperation with the CDFG, the Restoration Committee
began work on this property in 1992 to help expand wildlife habitat that had been degraded
by agricultural activity just previous to state ownership. Habitat improvement activities
performed by WWW focused at the start on removal of the extensive population of invasive
plant species (particularly poison hemlock), creation of brush piles on platforms to benefit the
prey base, and installation of raptor poles.
In 1998 Laura Kummerer was hired as a contract employee with Watsonville Wetlands
Watch as a restoration specialist. She was hired through a Resource Conservation District
(RCD) grant to remove poison hemlock from the Fish & Game
property. While working there, she came to see this property
as “a wild place” and fell in love with the land. Meanwhile, the
new Seaview Ranch development was required to restore key
parts of the wetland system as mitigation for its slough-side
housing. WWW was to oversee this restoration. A portion of this
mitigation consisted of restoring a steep slope along the edge of
the housing development. Laura advocated that the remainder
of the funds be used to restore the parts of the wetland that were
still intact, including DFG property and Tar Plant Hill.

In autumn of 2000, volunteers from the Resource
Conservation District and the California Conservation Corps
Laura harvesting native grass seed
assisted WWW by removing invasive plants. In the summer of
2001, WWW had Harding grass mowed on the property—the
beginning of a three-year project to control or eradicate this invasive species. The Summer 2002
newsletter included an article by Laura Kummerer, WWW’s first staff restoration/education
specialist, reporting the successful use of plastic sheets to kill Harding grass, and the replanting
of the area by elementary school children with native plants raised at Calabasas School. By
the winter of 2002, a twice-monthly schedule of restoration days was established for habitat
restoration and winter planting on the site. This volunteer program continued into 2007, when
it was reduced to monthly restoration days. It currently involves hundreds of volunteers each
year and is run by restoration specialist Mary Paul.
In 2003, the Restoration Committee received a grant from the Coastal Commission to
create a program for elementary school children in which students would collect seeds from the
property, grow plants from the seeds in their school greenhouse, and plant these in the spring
on the DFG site.
In the spring of 2004, Laura reported that students and community volunteers had planted
4200 coastal prairie grasses, sedges and rushes where there had once been invasive non-native
plants. In 2005, the National Fish & Wildlife Foundation funded the Community Restoration
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Project in West Struve Slough to protect the area and enhance 120 acres on DFG property. A
one-acre grassed waterway was installed to clean run-off from Pajaro Valley High School (see
below).
This is just a sample of work done on the property by WWW staff, students and community
volunteers over the past twenty years. The ongoing work continues into the present. In the
spring of 2009, Restoration Specialist Jonathan Pilch reported that over the past six months,
restoration staff had worked to restore the edges of the West Branch of Struve Slough with
mowing, rototilling, mulching and re-planting the area with native plants. Work over the last
many years has also included diligent enhancement of the native coastal scrub and coastal
prairie habitats by WWW restoration staff, contractors, and volunteers.

Grassed Waterway
In the spring of 2006, WWW and the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation joined to create
the Grassed Waterway, a one-acre strip at the base of the high school property planted with 8000
native plants to control erosion.
The waterway is monitored for
water quality, wildlife populations
and ecological health.

Seaview Ranch Development
During the spring and
summer of 2003, WWW drew
on mitigation funds that were
intended to be used, in part, to
eradicate weeds and plant native
The grassed waterway project in progress
plants in a one-acre strip between
the housing development and a small branch of Struve Slough. Some of the funds were used
to hire part-time land manager and volunteer coordinator Laura Kummerer as well as Tom
Schroeder, a paid restoration contract specialist. Both Kummerer and Schroeder, the Watch’s
earliest paid restoration workers, oversaw the restoration of oak woodland, willow riparian,
and native grassland restoration along the slopes near the Seaview development.

Bay Breeze Development
Just prior to the Seaview Ranch Development, the Bay Breeze development was built.
WWW’s restoration committee, including Jerry Busch and Tom Schroeder, helped to design
habitat plantings on the slopes between the development and the slough. Later, WWW
partnered with local residents and WWW members Tony and Lorrie Rubio, who spearheaded
Bay Breeze neighborhood involvement in removing invasive plants and planting natives along
the habitat area between their houses and the slough. In the springs of 2005, 2006, and 2007,
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WWW volunteers joined members of the Bay Breeze subdivision community in restoring native
plants on slopes near the slough.

Las Brisas Development
The third housing development on the west side of Watsonville was Las Brisas
Development. WWW, with the Natural Resource Employment Program of the Community
Action Board, was contracted to install a mitigation planting along the southwest side of the
property, where native grasslands, wild roses, coast live oak, and wetland plants were planted.
Soon after, the City of Watsonville installed a segment of their trail system in this planting area.
This project was completed with oversight by Tom Schroeder in 2006, and is maintained to this
day.

Tar Plant Hill
In January, 2006, after a
long and arduous quest, WWW
received title to Tar Plant Hill,
a knoll next to the Bay Breeze
development and one of the last
remaining natural habitats in the
area that supported the Santa
Cruz tar plant, once thought
to have been extirpated from
this property. The landscape
includes native grasslands, upland Thatch is raked off of Tar Plant Hill by a team of draft horses to
imporove the habitat for tarplant
habitat adjacent to a wetland, an
amphibian migration corridors and stunning view of Struve Slough.
WWW has begun extensive restoration on the property. In 2007, Restoration Specialist
Jonathan Pilch reported that mowing of Tar Plant Hill was completed and monitoring and
removal of invasive species had begun. In 2007, WWW was also awarded a grant by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service to help jump-start the population of Santa Cruz tar plant. This was
once the second largest population of tar plant, at an estimated 409,000, but by the time of
purchase had dwindled to just two individual plants. In 2008, WWW was awarded a California
State Prop. 50 grant for restoration of Tar Plant Hill, the DFG Property, and the Last Mile of
Watsonville Slough. Resource Specialist John Pritchard worked diligently on this project,
overseeing the effort to support the recovery of Santa Cruz tar plant as well as the improvement
of the riparian areas along the slough, where about an acre of the invasive poison hemlock has
been removed and replanted with a diverse native wet meadow habitat. In 2010, 683 tar plants
were found growing on the site and 8946 tar plant flowers were counted.
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Biological Restoration Plan for the Pajaro Valley High School
WWW has contributed significantly to ensuring that the Biological Restoration Plan for the
PVHS property was (during its development, implementation and monitoring) appropriately
drafted, amended, executed, and recognized as the core guide for protection and enhancement
of the environmental resources on this site. As noted in the PVHS section of this history, the
California Coastal Commission, as a condition of approval of this school site, required the
PVUSD to develop a Biological Restoration plan for the property’s Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Areas (ESHAs); the district was also required to monitor and report on progress
toward the benchmarks set in the plan, and to ensure sustainability of restoration practices.
The PVUSD contracted with an environmental consulting firm to prepare the BRP, perform
required monitoring, and produce required reports. WWW worked with this consultant and
also pushed for a committee (of WWW, PVUSD, and the City of Watsonville) to oversee the BRP
development and execution. This group is known as the Planning & Conservation Partnership
Committee; its role as the BRP watchdog was and continues to be a critical advocacy function
for this restoration work.

PVHS Biological Restoration Plan:
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas
Restoration and enhancement work called for in the BRP included preparing soils,
installing an irrigation system, seeding 30 acres with native grass and wildflower seeds,
planting native trees and shrubs, and performing ongoing maintenance and monitoring in
the three ESHA areas. In total, 80 acres of land, formerly used for a dairy operation as well as
strawberry production, were restored to native grassland and native wet meadow habitat.
Ultimately WWW was contracted by the PVUSD to do the restoration and maintenance
work, and has collaborated with students from Pajaro Valley High School, supporting numerous
field trips and community volunteer days, logging over 5,000 hours of student and community
volunteer work since 2006. The restoration work on this property has led to exceptionally
dynamic sightings of wildlife, including coyote, fox, and wintering Burrowing Owls. Project
Workability, WWW’s restoration job training program for students at Pajaro Valley High School,
began in 2008 and continues to the present, providing an opportunity for students to learn
restoration skills applicable to a wide range of industries including horticulture, agriculture,
and environmental science.

Last Mile of Watsonville Slough
The final mile of Watsonville Slough before it empties into the ocean has been adopted by
the residents of Pajaro Dunes. WWW has advised and assisted this group in maintenance and
restoration of the native salt marsh and dune habitats in this area. The “Last Mile” projects have
been funded by grants from Prop. 13 and Prop. 50 funding in partnership with the Resource
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Conservation District of Santa Cruz County, and have involved removal of exotic plant species,
such as iceplant, and replanting in some places with native salt marsh and dune plants.
Community education and volunteer days have been an important part of this project as well.
Work began in 2007; as of 2011, approximately 900 cubic yards of iceplant had been removed
from the site, leaving far greater diversity of native plants and habitat in its place.

High Ground Organics
In 1999 the Open Space Alliance purchased a 40-acre property on Harkins Slough from
the Cardoza family, placing a conservation easement on about half of the property which
abuts Harkins Slough – protecting forever the grasslands along the slough’s edge. Soon
after, High Ground Organics, a diverse organic farm, was born. In 2005 the Santa Cruz
Resource Conservation District, Open Space Alliance, and High Ground Organics began
a native grassland restoration project with rotational grazing on this property, and in 2009
they partnered with WWW to continue the next phases of restoration work and open space
management on the property, where diverse native grasses and wildflowers are now thriving
and a native grassland grazing program is being trialed.

Watsonville City Trail System
WWW works with the City of Watsonville to maintain and restore its approximately sixmile trail system, most of which borders wetland areas throughout the City. WWW employee
John Moreno was hired in 2010 to help oversee this project; adult and student volunteers take
part. Several well-attended volunteer days have been held on City trails on World Wetlands
Day, building on the foundation begun by the City’s Nature Center staff, who began celebrating
this event in Watsonville.

Land Trust of Santa Cruz
County Acquisition
Acquisition in 2011 of 490
acres of prime land in the center
of the Watsonville Wetlands has
been one of the most important
developments in the protection
and restoration of the wetlands
system. WWW played an
important role in the early steps
leading to the acquisition of
this land by the Land Trust of
Santa Cruz County (LTSCC). We
have since participated in the

Jonathan Pilch leads a community restoration day
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development of a management plan for the property and land management and restoration
work under contract with the LTSCC. Important components of this work have included
retiring some marginal lands from agriculture, buffering wetlands from impacts of agricultural
operations, and restoring degraded natural assets. In cooperation with the LTSCC we have
developed seed production acreage for native plant species on the property and throughout
the Pajaro Valley. WWW also assisted with the development of a long-range restoration and
management plan document. Work thus far has included restoration of native habitat and
removal of farm roads surrounding the only known breeding pond complex for California Redlegged Frogs in the Watsonville Sloughs, as well as several other native grassland, wetland, and
wet meadow restoration projects.

Employees
In 2000, Laura Kummerer and Tom Schroeder were hired as part-time restoration project
managers. At that time, Laura also managed several education projects and volunteer
coordination. In the fall of 2005, Jonathan Pilch was hired as WWW’s Restoration Specialist,
and became the Restoration Program Director in 2009. John Pritchard was hired as part of the
team to work on the Grassed Waterway and Tar Plant Hill in 2005. Other restoration employees
and contract staff include or have included Mary Paul, hired in 2008, and John Moreno, hired
in 2010. Since its early beginnings and into the present, WWW’s restoration efforts have
supported over 18,000 hours of volunteer time dedicated to the restoration of the habitats of the
Watsonville Sloughs. We have worked to restore and cooperatively manage over 1000 acres of
wetlands and uplands throughout the slough system.
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Outreach Programs
Since its inception in 1991 the WWW has focused on wetland education. The Watsonville
Sloughs were difficult to access and relatively unknown at that time, so it was imperative to
educate the public about their existence and their importance in order to advocate for their
preservation. Early public education efforts were informal and eclectic. Restoration (slough
cleanups), bird walks, and artists’ paintings and photographs were all useful in this process.
Local artists persevered in painting the sloughs with enthusiasm for capturing these hidden
places of beauty. (For more details, see the Art timeline, which precedes this one.) Our book
Watching the Watsonville Wetlands, published in 2000, furthered these educational efforts.
As early as 1991, Jerry Busch established monthly bird walks and Bob Lyons organized
cleanup days. Our newsletter, The Watch, also began in 1991 (with the first issue appearing in
January 1992), carrying information and vignettes about the wetlands as well as a calendar of
these public activities.

Newsletter

From its beginnings in early 1992, the newsletter The Watch has been our primary tool for
communication to members. Issues have been printed from three to four times a year, and—
with the launch of our website in 2002— available online. Beginning in 2008, we have sent out
monthly e-updates on events, projects and other WWW news. The website, introduced in 2002,
provides information and communication about many aspects of the organization under our
talented web-master Steve Zaslaw.

Meetings and Speakers

During WWW’s first 10 years, the organization held monthly meetings. Business portions
updated members on projects, and were followed by speakers on various aspects of natural
history and resource management. Topics included bird life, geology, hydrology, bats, reptiles
and amphibians, botany and restoration, to name a few. We held annual picnics and holiday
potlucks—initially at members’ homes, later at the DFG reserve and the WERC.
We also took our message on the road: a slide show accompanied speakers to local clubs
and organizations, and was later replaced by PowerPoint presentations and a video created in
2008.
With the completion of the WERC in 2006, we instituted a lecture series to further public
education on wetland resources. Subjects/speakers included: Red-legged Frogs and Landscape
Change/Gary Kittleson; Bird Migration/Nanci Adams; Mountain Lions/Bruce Elliot; Redlegged Frogs/Dawn Reis; Foxes and Wolves/Bruce Elliot; Bird Migration/Jeff Barnes; Snakes
and Frogs/Mike Westphal; Native Baskets/Julia & Lucy Parker and Linda Yamani; Bears/Bruce
Elliot; Birds/David Suddjian; Bats/Bruce Elliot; Green Birding/Scott Smithson, and Raptor
Rehab/Kim Franza.
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Events

Early public outreach took informational booths to Earth Day celebrations in locations
ranging from Salinas to Santa Cruz, finding a local venue when the city of Watsonville began
Earth Day/Day of the Child gatherings at Ramsay Park in 2003. The first diorama-type display
in 1992 was at Watsonville Library; others followed at the Santa Cruz County Fair and the
PVAC (Pajaro Valley Arts Council) Dia de los Muertos exhibit. Several art shows, workshops, and
activities have featured the PV watershed and sloughs (see more details in the Artist Activities
timeline).
Jerry Bush and others led nature walks, introducing many residents to the birds and plants
of the wetlands. For many years Bob Lyons organized biannual cleanups, removing uncounted
shopping carts, trash and tires from the sloughs. This continues under the umbrella of Coastal
Cleanup efforts. In 2001, our 10th anniversary celebration marked accomplishments and foresaw
challenges yet to come.

Projects

Brush-pile building provided habitat enhancement on the DFG property, soon followed by
community restoration days under the tutelage of Laura Kummerer in 1998. In 2006 Jonathan
Pilch took over managing the volunteer restoration Saturdays. This public involvement has
been going strong ever since, with Jonathan Pilch and John Pritchard leading both students and
families in planting natives and enjoying the wildlife of the sloughs.
In 2000 we published our book Watching the Wetlands, compiling Jerry Bush’s “Niche”
articles from the newsletters with geologic and historical essays by Gary Kittleson and Chris
Johnson-Lyons, respectively, as well as woodcuts by Andrea Rich and photography by many
talented locals. Brochures introducing the organization were printed with the underwriting of
supporter Kathryn Metz.
WWW has worked on the city’s committee for slough trails, and also on the Monterey Bay
Bird Festival planning committee since 2004.

Volunteers

Marian Martinez and Bob Culbertson began the first volunteer class in 2004, organizing
members to lead outdoor class activities, greenhouse planting and many other vital tasks for
WWW. Kathy Fieberling has expanded the program since becoming coordinator in 2007. In
2008 Wetlands Alive! tours began, introducing folks to WWW and its work. Some of the hardestworking and most seldom-seen volunteers are the Board of Directors, who have guided the
organization since its incorporation in 1998, along with committees who set the course for
education, restoration, outreach and finances.
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Timeline

1991-2006: WWW led bird walks for the general public.
1991- present: We sponsored slough cleanups.
1991 – present: Our newsletter, The Watch, started by Dorothy Steele and Caroline Rodgers, was
instrumental in drawing the wetland community together. When Dorothy stepped down,
Ellie Van Houten continued with Caroline Rogers to edit, produce and mail the newsletter.
1997- present: WWW encouraged artists to discover the wetlands, and wetlands art shows
informed the public. (See Art timeline for more details.)
1998 – The Book Committee formed to develop and publish a book about the Watsonville
Wetlands. The book centered on the nature vignettes written by Jerry Busch for past issues
of The Watch.
2000: Watching the Watsonville Wetlands was published— our first large-scale attempt to educate
residents about the wetlands. Every school in PVUSD received one classroom set to use in
their studies and copies were sold in local bookstores. The book won two prizes: a national
prize for the best environmental book produced by a small publisher, and a California State
prize for design.

2005: The Packard Foundation awarded WWW a two-year grant to fund our first staff position;
we hired Rachel Garrett as Education Director in 2006.
Plans were finalized for the Wetlands Educational Resource Center and construction began.
2005-2006: A two-year B-WET grant written by Jerry Busch of WWW was awarded by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-funded Project SEE (Slough
Environmental Education), designed to create California Standards-Based curriculum for
high school students. Jerry Busch partnered with Gary Martindale and Geoff Smith from
Pajaro Valley High School to develop this project design. At the time PVHS was under
construction.
2006: The Wetlands Educational Research Center opened at the top of the PVHS site, providing
WWW with a classroom and laboratory devoted to study of the wetlands.
2006-present: We received a Cowell Foundation grant to create and implement the “Wetlands
Stewards Program.” In this vertical mentoring program, high school “Stewards” learned
about the wetlands and trained to work as mentors to 5-6 grade students.
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2008-current: Rachel Garrett moved on and we hired Noëlle Antolin as Education Director.
The Cycles of Life and Wetland Stewards programs continued. In addition, Noëlle
collaborated with Jonathan Pilch, our Restoration Director, to develop a new citizen science
bio-monitoring program, Project Tierra, which involves high school students as well as the
general public. Students learn basic elements of the scientific method and engage in usable
scientific monitoring.

Student keeps an eye on the bird
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Art Activities
Artists were among the first individuals to bring the beauty and value of the Watsonville Wetlands to
the attention of the general public. This began with plein air painting sessions on and overlooking the
wetland sites, followed by exhibitions in various venues in Watsonville and other locales.
1997 – On the initiative of Mary
Warshaw, who had learned of
impending development along
Struve Slough in Watsonville,
she and Kathryn Metz began
painting at the edge of the
Chevron station on Main Street,
looking down the length of
the slough towards Highway
One. They continued painting
behind West Marine, focusing
on the gentle hills and farmland

destined to be leveled for
development. They also painted
Artists enjoy plein air painting overlooking Harkins Slough
Harkins Slough, Struve Slough
from Lee Road, and the Watsonville Slough at Pajaro Dunes, with Marta Gaines joining them.
Other artists were soon painting the Watsonville Sloughs. This continued into 2010, through
the various phases of development along Struve Slough. The artists recorded stages of
development: bright orange development “fences” marking the land; the hills being leveled;
building commenced and completed, with Tar Plant Hill the only rise remaining intact.

From September 5th to October 20th, a “Wetland Habitat Art Exhibit,” featuring paintings
of Watsonville Slough and other wetland habitats and sponsored by the Sierra Club and
the Open Space Alliance, appeared in the Santa Cruz Art Center on Center Street. This was
followed immediately on October 24th by the “Saving Wetlands Celebration and Art Auction
Benefit” at the Santa Cruz Art and History Museum foyer, with over 25 participating artists,
to help purchase land overlooking Harkins Slough for protection and organic farming. Mary
Warshaw, Marta Gaines, Deborah Eddy and Kathryn Metz had painted from that land and
their work recorded in a video, “Wetland Habitats,” made by Bess Benson and shown a
number of times on Community Television, and most recently (2011) at the Mary Warshaw
Retrospective exhibition at the Pajaro Valley Arts Council.
“Wetland Habitats” was an exhibition of Watsonville Sloughs and Elkhorn Slough paintings
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by Mary Warshaw and Kathryn Metz at Adobe Krow, in Bakersfield, California, during the
same year.
1998 – On February 7th, WWW
sponsored “Watsonville
Sloughs: Art, Talk and
Walk” with Jerry Busch at
Coffee Etc. in Watsonville.
Watsonville Slough paintings
were exhibited at the Santa
Cruz Art League. “Horizons:
California Landscape Painting,”
included a painting showing
orange fencing demarking the
Viewers at “Discovering the Wetlands” show
edges of a proposed housing
development; slough paintings
also appeared in a “Distinguished Artists” exhibit.
1999 – In February and March, WWW presented an exhibition at the Watsonville City Library

featuring artwork and photographs of birds and wildlife. In connection with this exhibit Jim
van Houten and Jerry Busch gave a well-attended slide talk at the library on Feb. 22nd; Jerry
Busch also led a Sunday morning bird walk on Feb. 28th.

Ellie Van Houten presented “River of Words,” a two-day poetry workshop for Sue Terence’s
class at Pajaro Middle School.
2001 – Louise Newberry and Mary Warshaw curated the exhibition “Discovering the
Watsonville Wetlands: a Watershed Experience” at the Pajaro Valley Gallery, January 21st
-March 3rd; a satellite exhibit at the Watsonville YWCA included paintings, photographs and
sculpture. In conjunction with these shows there were docent-led group tours, events for
children with an illustrated
brochure, and luncheon talks
at the Y. Both the RegisterPajaronian and the Santa Cruz
Sentinel provided excellent
press coverage. WWW also
presented a multi-media Aptos
Library exhibit in January, and
one or two Watsonville Slough
paintings were exhibited in
“Landscapes”at the D.P. Fong
Galleries in San Jose.
“Pajaro”, mixed media sculpture by Bob Lyons, entrances viewers
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Many paintings of the Watsonville Sloughs were exhibited by a number of artists in various
shows throughout the area in subsequent years.
2004 – Paintings of the Watsonville Sloughs were exhibited and auctioned for the benefit of the
proposed WERC, at the celebration announcing the Patrick J. Fitz Wetlands Resource Center.
2008 – At the WERC, Christina Lapp and Gaye Kraeger presented a successful Nature Watercolor
Journal Workshop for the public.
2008 – Caroline Rodgers and Carol Whitehill arranged a group painting day on the DFG knoll
overlooking Struve Slough and east to the hills. About 20 artists participated.
2010 – During April, May and June, artists painted from the hill overlooking Hansen Slough
to the east, and Harkins Slough to the west, on the farmland protected by the Land Trust of
Santa Cruz County. Images of this and several other Land Trust sites were included in the
exhibition “Plein Air: Connecting with the Land,” at the Pajaro Valley Arts Council, July 8th
- August 15th. Susanna Waddell and Mary Warshaw curated the show, for which a complete
catalogue was produced.

Linda Watson “Twigs Sticks and Poles”Charcoal on paper, 16x24
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Mary Warshaw “Clouds over Tar Plant Hill” 2001 Watercolor 27x31”
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Docent and volunteer PROGRAMs
From the start of Watsonville Wetlands Watch in 1991, volunteers helped with clean up days about
twice a year. In 1998, when Laura Kummerer was hired as the first restoration specialist, she recruited
community volunteers to help with restoration projects on the weekends. This informal participation of
community volunteers continues today. The more formal, educationally-oriented docent program began
in 2004.
2004- 2006: Board member and volunteer Marian Martinez started the program and led the first
three docent trainings, which were held in February of each year. The City of Watsonville
helped with the first training and sent its environmental workers to take part. The first two
trainings were held in the community room of Action Pajaro Valley. Once the WERC was
completed in 2006, trainings were held in that new facility.
2006-present: Kathy Fieberling was hired in August as a part-time docent and volunteer trainer.
2008: For the first time, students from PVHS joined the docent training program.
2010: The training shifted to emphasize interpretation and hands-on learning.
2011: Docent training was put on hold for a year so that WWW could focus on developing
a new docent curriculum that emphasized training tour leaders and preparing docents to
help with field trips and special events. We did offer a less comprehensive, less demanding
“volunteer training.”

Docent Joan Rose enjoys sharing the wonders of our wetlands
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Marian Martinez:
First Volunteer Coordinator 2004-2006
By Marian Martinez
Our volunteer program with Watsonville Wetlands Watch
started with the model of Elkhorn Slough’s very successful and
active volunteer program showing us the way. Volunteers in the
Slough’s program made the organization extremely influential in
the birding community. Since political strength was necessary to achieve our goals of protecting
the Wetlands, we needed at the very beginning to have a strong, well-informed group of
supportive people, ready to go to the “barricades” for our cause. I think we always had in
mind a docent program, as a method of recruiting and training new volunteers to carry out the
purpose of the organization. We needed political and intellectual advocacy as well as people
willing to do the hands-on work. A docent program seemed to me to be the essential core of
WWW.
Starting the first docent training program was like planning for a short college course. We
wanted to touch on all aspects of the importance of the Watsonville Wetlands. The curriculum
developed out of our various activities and concerns. Jerry Busch’s book of essays provided
great inspirational and scientific stimulus; Chris and Bob Lyons’ monumental work of cleaning
up the sloughs inspired another aspect of the training. Jim Van Houten’s wide view of the
Wetlands’ geography and history provided the necessary context of our mission.
We realized that our restoration efforts needed to be supported by folks who understood
the ecological importance of native plants, and who would be willing to work in ways that
followed basic conservation techniques, so we turned over a section of the training to our
restoration manager, Laura Kummerer. Anthropological history was an important factor, too,
so we invited Cabrillo College professor Rob Edwards to present a lecture on the fascinating
history of a 7,000-year-old burial site found on some farmland adjacent to the wetlands. Because
birding was among everyone’s favorite wetland activities, we felt the need to learn from a local
expert, so we brought in Todd Newberry to teach us successful techniques for recognizing
some of the most common species and finding and identifying the less obvious ones. The area’s
geology also deserved our attention, so we invited a popular Cabrillo College professor to
present an overview of the land and water formation that created the wetlands.
We were blessed to be close to Elkhorn Slough people who had a long history and deep
understanding of the characteristics of a successful volunteer program. Their advice and
guidance was put to great use. Mark Silberstein, Becky Christensen, Kenton Parker and many
others freely offered support whenever asked.
The program’s success was evident in the large group of docents who participated in our
first program and stuck with us indefinitely. They were eager learners and devoted volunteers
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who welcomed the opportunity to dig and muck in the water, to rise early to catch sight of the
birds, to haul and clean and study and eventually to work with young students who became
our most essential target audience and future volunteers.
I believe the fact that we were able to forge a lasting partnership with the Pajaro Valley
School District and the City of Watsonville was our greatest triumph, and to my eyes, it was our
successful docent program that contributed to the good fellowship and spirit of cooperation. We
experienced many highs arising from the formation of new friendships, with good energy and
enthusiasm among us all, and we were able to watch the swift development of our program,
our beautiful classrooms, our greenhouse, our restoration area. We all felt that each of us had
an essential part in the growth of our organization. Working with students in shared activities
energized us all and brought special satisfactions.
I worked with the docent program probably two or three years. I can’t quite remember. I
gave it up when I moved away, feeling like it was in very good hands. Whenever I think about
WWW, I smile. It was a constant part of my life for almost ten years. I experienced tremendous
personal growth while participating in the formation of the organization, gaining deeper
understanding of the environment, the community, and myself. I formed deep friendships and
learned lasting truths about social responsibility.
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Volunteer Program with Kathy Fieberling
In August 2006, Kathy Fieberling joined
Watsonville Wetlands Watch as the Volunteer
Coordinator. “We have a lot to do with
community outreach and adult education to get
people to know and appreciate the wetlands in
some detail,” observed Kathy. The wetlands
became a classroom for young and old alike.
Part of this mission involved training volunteers
and docents to help others see the beauty, the
vibrancy, the diversity, and the necessity of the
wetlands. The scope and mission of docent
training has expanded considerably since the
earlier days of docent classes.
2007: Kathy had her first opportunity to
direct the Docent Training class. Before her

retirement in 2006, Marian Martinez had done
an outstanding job of developing a curriculum
and directing the previous docent classes for
2003, 2004 and 2005—also in a February time
slot.

Kathy leads a lively docent training session

Kathy followed Marian’s curriculum fairly closely. It included discussions, lectures and field
trips on such topics as geology, birding basics, archaeology and cultural history, restoration,
City of Watsonville wetlands trails, an evening frog field trip, interpretation, and the Fitz
WERC history and future.
2008: Students from Pajaro Valley High School were included in the docent training class for
the first time. Teacher Gary Martindale had asked if students might be included in the docent
training effort. “They bring a wonderful energy to our docent classes,” said Kathy.
2010: Kathy conducted a docent training class with a new look. Drawing on her own technical
training as a computer consultant and on her interpretive work as an employee of the State
Parks system, she perceived that the original docent curriculum didn’t have a “skills base.”
“My whole goal was to develop a group of volunteers who can actually teach and talk in an
effective way about their subject matter,” she said. “A good docent program should enable
the docents not only to make a presentation to their audience, but also to have an engaging
vision of the wetlands.” After her early docent training classes, she felt that about 75% of the
participants could not talk about or interpret wetlands. “This is not a criticism, but a reality,”
said Kathy.
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The curriculum for the 2010 class brought a gradual shift in approach and subject matter,
with a new emphasis on interpretation and “hands-on” activity. The informational
lectures included an overview; birds of the wetlands; an introduction to interpretation;
facilitating field trips; wetlands restoration; cultural history and orientation. The lectures
and discussions were still strongly supported by field work, but included new subjects:
circumnavigating the wetlands; wetlands nature walk with bird watching; interpretation/
wetlands walk; facilitating field trips lab; hands-on restoration; Ohlone walk; and, at the
final meeting, “Docent Presentations.” In 2007,2008, and 2009, each docent had already been
required to make a presentation on any subject that caught their interest. The presentation
now “had to be interpretive and engage the senses, with a ‘grabber’ introduction,” Kathy
explained.
2011: In order to rethink, refine and remap the docent course, Kathy declared a time-out during
2011, offering only a “volunteer training” course. This was crafted for individuals who were
enthusiastic about volunteering, but not as interested in becoming full-fledged docents. In
her introduction, Kathy noted: “The training program includes a number of interesting
sessions that will prepare you to make a strong contribution, while requiring a modest time
commitment for training.” After a thorough overview and introduction to Watsonville
Wetlands Watch, including wetlands ecology as well as opportunities for volunteers, the
remaining five sessions consisted of field trips, including a circumnavigation tour of the
wetlands; a restoration tour; participation in Restoration Saturday; a birding walk, and a
final work day participating in “Propagation Friday,” i.e. greenhouse work with a team of
volunteers. Kathy offered the volunteers opportunities to attend other training sessions
to learn specialized tasks such as water quality monitoring or maintaining the WERC’s
display of native plants, which was refreshed each week, plus invitations to all the evening
“Volunteer Enrichment” programs. She plans to offer a Volunteer Training course again in
the future.

2012: The new curriculum is fully in place. Now the overall goal for the docents is to “help
them get kick-started about the wetlands.” “At the end of this training session,” Kathy
explained, “docents will be able to speak knowledgeably about the wetlands, help with field
trips, lead tours, and help with special events.” “These will be people who are out front,
who can interface with the public. Now we have a need for docents who are highly skilled.
This year, it will be not just knowledge but skills learning – the art of interpretation,” added
Kathy. “Interpretation involves interaction.” She pointed out that this involved “energizing
or involving your audience to the point of excitement. Then they have an emotional
connection, and they care.”
The new curriculum includes many subjects that have been listed before in the docent
guide, but with a much greater emphasis on practical application of knowledge gained.
The current curriculum includes an introduction to the docent training and “Watsonville
Wetlands 101,” followed immediately by a field trip circumnavigating the Watsonville
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Wetlands. The next class is an introduction to interpretation with a California State Parks
Interpretive Specialist as speaker, followed by a field trip led by WWW staffers introducing
interpretation of the wetlands. Here, docents will be presented with a script and model,
and then will have practice time to apply what they have learned. The next class introduces
birds of the wetlands and includes a Saturday morning birding/interpretive walk. During
the subsequent informational lecture, the education director will discuss field trips, with
a field trips lab offered the following Saturday morning with hands-on practice at a water
monitoring station. A wetland plants and restoration classroom session follows, with a
restoration lab lesson in the field. The last two subjects will be a cultural history of the
wetlands area and a final orientation by Kathy Fieberling. The field trip will be a lab of
sorts—a guided Native American History walk led by Patrick Orozco, Chair of the Pajaro
Valley Ohlone Indian Council. At the final gathering in the classroom, each docent will make
a presentation to the assembled class.
“As you can see, we are trying to implement some practice into each and every session. We
want them to learn to integrate the information and actually use what they have learned,”
said Kathy.
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Educational Programs
This timeline reflects the broad reach of WWW’s educational efforts during the organization’s first 20
years. Our work with school students is described from the perspective of the staff members—Laura
Kummerer, Rachel Garrett and Noëlle Antolin—who have nurtured the growth of our educational
programs, and a brief history of the building of the Fitz Wetland Educational Resource Center marks a
definitive turn in our education programs.

Early wetlands education programs
In 2001 we hired our first Restoration Specialist, Laura Kummerer (see page 39). In
addition to her restoration skills,
Laura was adept at engaging
children in wetland education.
Thus, from the beginning our
education programs were
intertwined with our restoration
programs. The following account
of our first education programs
was developed in converation
with Laura.
The Watershed Institute at
CSUMB was awarded a “Return
of the Natives” Grant and
began building greenhouses in
Earth Day exhibit introduces young naturalists to wetland wonders
elementary schools in Monterey
County and at Calabasas
Elementary School in Watsonville. Laura was invited to work with the students at Calabasas.
She guided the fifth-grade classes in conservation efforts paired with environmental learning,
laying out a simple routine. Each class spent one day planting seedlings and one day touring
the wetlands. Betty Aboytes was an enthusiastic teacher at Calabasas who championed this
work. When Betty was later transferred to Amesti School in Watsonville, Laura was able to get a
greenhouse built at Amesti School and the program itself was also transferred to Amesti. Laura
says of Betty Aboytes, “She was a great motivator for keeping the idea alive.”

Timeline (based on oral interview with Laura Kummerer)
2002-2003 – Carol Whitehill let Laura know about the Whale Tail grant program sponsored by
the California Coastal Commission and funded by sales of specialty California State “Whale
Tail” license plates. Betty and Laura thought this would be a perfect funding source to bring
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the wetland restoration program to Amesti School, and they wrote the grant. WWW was
awarded this one-year grant titled “Cycles of Restoration.” The pivotal idea underlying the
grant was that the students needed to get to know the land they lived around. The grant was
for basic education and study of the wetlands in all seasons. In the fall, they collected native
seeds and tended them in the new greenhouse at Amesti School. In the winter, they planted
the plants in the wetlands. In the spring, they came out to the wetlands to weed and care
for the plants. Laura had no staff to help her with the Amesti students. Often there were 60
students in several busloads, so she found four volunteers to help.
The structure they established for the field trips was so successful that it became a model for
all future “Cycles of Life” classes. They had four stations for a class to rotate through: water
quality, art, birding, and restoration. Betty Aboytes brought other teachers into the program.
The $13,000 Whale Tail grant was a huge success, and they applied for a second one although
they had been advised initially that the original grant was only to fund a start-up phase.
The grant had paid for supplies, buses, and necessary equipment such as shovels, trowels,
and field guides. Laura was pleased when Carol Whitehill pulled together a proposal for the
follow-up to Phase One and they received a second Whale Tail grant for $9000. WWW began
to develop a curriculum for the elementary school project. “This was to provide a resource
for any teacher in any school, so that students might study the wetlands,” explained Laura.
2002-2003 – Maggie Caldwell, a re-entry UC Santa Cruz student interested in “bringing nature
to the lives of the children,” developed most of the curriculum. Laura feels there is a great
value in working with elementary-aged children to promote early stewardship of the
wetlands so that they become sensitive to the beauty of the land and learn respect for it.
In addition, Laura was working to restore large areas of the wetlands, and she needed
physical labor to bring her vision to life. Much of this labor was completed through the
twice-monthly community volunteer days that drew numerous community members, school
groups and service clubs. Laura also brought in the California Conservation Corps and the
California Department of Forestry crews to assist with the work.
2005-2006 – The first adult docent class got underway, with lectures on various aspects of the
wetlands. Laura was charged with teaching the docents about restoration. “They came out
to Seaview Ranch, where we had a ‘hands-on’ assignment to actually do restoration work,”
she explained.
Throughout the years 2000-2005, even though the Wetlands Center was not yet built, there
was an active education component to WWW. Anzar High School in Salinas brought
students to the Fish & Game site. They received “community service credit” for restoration
work. New School also got involved and made Barn Owl boxes. City of Watsonville Science
Workshop Director Curt Gabrielson and various teachers helped here. Cabrillo College
students also came out to work with the wetlands projects. UC Santa Cruz Environmental
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Harkins Slough woodcut by Andrea Rich, from “Watching the Watsonville Wetlands”

Studies interns made the first wetlands Plant Guide . Monte Vista Christian School brought
their students out en masse to participate in Restoration Days.
During this period before we were able to hire an Education Director and Restoration
Director, many stalwart volunteers kept this educational element of WWW’s work
flourishing.
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Fitz Wetlands Educational Resource Center (WERC)
The Fitz Wetlands Educational Resource Center (WERC) was created
as a cooperative venture shared by the City of Watsonville, the Pajaro
Valley Unified School District and the Watsonville Wetlands Watch.
The coming together of these three entities marked the beginning of a
major shift in how the Watsonville community responded to WWW’s
environmental concerns. WWW had opposed the current site of Pajaro
Valley High School because it was surrounded by environmentally
sensitive land, it was far from the center of its attendance area, and although the City of
Watsonville’s boundaries looped over Highway One to include this property, WWW was still
concerned about any further development on the west side of Highway One.
When it became clear that the Pajaro Valley Unified School District had settled on
building at this site, Fred Keeley stepped in and led negotiations with the California
Coastal Commission, the City of Watsonville, the PVUSD and WWW. As the result of these
negotiations, WWW agreed to support the high school site in return for an agreement that
ensured that there would be no development of the lands west of Highway One for 20 years,
that the High School would focus on bi-lingual education and environmental education, and
there would be a wetlands resource center at the high school.
Meanwhile, the moratorium on development became more solid with Watsonville’s new
urban limit line and as the lands surrounding the Watsonville Slough System west of Highway
One were acquired by governmental and private agencies dedicated to preservation.
In 1999, with the intervention of the California Coastal Commission and negotiations
brokered by Fred Keeley, an MOU was established among the City of Watsonville, the PVUSD
and WWW which allowed the current Pajaro Valley High School Site to go forward and which
ensured some limitations on the building site, a 20-year moratorium on all building West of
Highway One, and a focus on environmental education and an environmental center at the new
PVHS.
With this MOU in place, the three entities met twice monthly to determine the type of
environmental center to be built, the funding of the center’s construction, and the legal usage of
the building. These bi-monthly meetings continued for six years, from 1999 until the center was
completed in 2006. The WERC building committee was very fortunate to have Bob Geyer from
the City of Watsonville’s Public Works department, Catherine Hatch, Assistant Superintendent
in charge of the Central District of PVUSD, and Jerry Bush, Bob Culbertson and Carol Whitehill
from Watsonville Wetlands Watch on the committee. All of these participants were steadfast
in their dedication to the project and saw the vast opportunities to enhance student’s lives and
education while also restoring the wetlands environment.
Suggestions for the center itself ranged from an office in the new school’s administration
building to a separate temporary building to a stick-built structure. Throughout these
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discussions WWW representatives
held out for a permanent
classroom and resource center for
environmental education. Jerry
Busch and Bob Culbertson were
among the early advocates who
held an unswerving vision of an
active educational center specially
equipped to investigate and teach
wetlands ecology.
In 2003 the construction of
Pajaro Valley High School was
underway. At this time the WERC
Wetland Stewards pose at the Fitz WERC
committee agreed on the need for
a specially constructed building
for the center, and the PVUSD found a site on a hill above the new school. At this point the
WERC Committee met every other week for the final three years while plans were drawn up
and implemented. Bob Geyer’s experience in overseeing public building projects and Catherine
Hatch and Terry McHenry’s experience with building schools in the PVUSD, along with WWW
participants’ understanding of the necessary lab space and equipment for studying the sloughs,
all contributed to the center’s design. Terry McHenry was invaluable in finding state funds
to help with the project and guiding the construction application through the California State
Architect’s review of new school buildings.
All participants joined to fund the project. The City of Watsonville’s Public Works already
had a student environmental program focusing on issues of garbage and water, which
included the urban slough that run through the city. The City of Watsonville contributed
$150,000 to the building construction; in return the City has use of the WERC as needed.
Because the PVUSD was mandated to have environmental education as a focus of the new
PVHS, the district was able to apply for state funds totaling about $500,000. Watsonville
Wetlands Watch had received its 501(3)c status in 1999 and, as the only non-profit in the group,
led the fundraising efforts. About $350,000 was raised from foundations, businesses and local
donors.
The building was finished and equipped in March 2006. Later that year the greenhouse and
outdoor classroom were constructed. The remaining task was to complete a Use Agreement.
Negotiations for this agreement began 2004 and took several years. All three parties had
lawyers involved to represent their interests, but by the end of 2006 the Use Agreement was
signed and legal.
Although WWW is charged with the administration of the WERC, an Oversight Committee
with representatives from all three partners retains the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the
Center’s continued operation.
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WERC Donors
The Pajaro Valley community responded generously to the capital campaign for the Wetlands Educational
Resource Center. Businesses and individuals alike provided support.
$75K – 10K
Patrick Fitz of Fitz Fresh, Monterey Peninsula Foundation, Laura Hofmeister, Kirk &
Michelle Samis of Pondsaway, Inc., Chuck & Ramona Allen, Diane Porter Cooley, SallyChristine Rodgers & Randy Repass of West Marine
$2K to 10K
David & Lucille Packard Foundation, Kathryn Metz, Iris Rodgers, J. Packard & R. Stevens
through the Community Foundation of Santa Cruz County
$100 to 1K
Jim & Ellie Van Houten, Community Foundation of Santa Cruz County, Caroline Rodgers,
Kris Beall, Gary Deis of Carollo Engineers, Daniel DeKimpe, Richard Faggioli of Alto
Corralitos Ranch, Linda Jordan, Gary Skrel of The Covello Group Inc., Gabrielle Stocker, John
& Barbara Vernon, Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund, Bob Culbertson, Bob & Marilee Geyer, Ann
& Dobie Jenkins, Jerry Allison of J. Allison Landscape, Charles Canfield, David Cavanaugh
of Cavanaugh Color, Becky Christensen, Josh Fodor of Central Coast Wilds, Rocky Franich
of Marty Franich Ford, Bill Hija of Century Chevrolet, Jeff Larkey of Route 1 Farms,
K.Cunningham & John Libby, Mike Machado of Marty Franich Chrysler, Todd Millslagle of
Watsonville Cadillac, Gary Shipman of Toyota of Santa Cruz, Mark Silberstein, Evergreen
Landscape, Armanasco Public Relations, Bud & Emma McCrary, Mary Warshaw, Kerstin
Wasson, Luis Alejo, Amy Newell, Robin Spring, Thomas Honig of the Santa Cruz Sentinel,
Mike Arnone of Michael Arnone Landscape Architecture, Linda Brodman, Colleen Brunetti,
Jerry Busch, Ayla & Sandy Coplin, Pat & Ted Durkee, Cathy Gamble, Gary Garmann
Architect, Rachel Garrett, Herman Goon, Don Henrichsen, Barbara Indra, Sandra Ward &
Ken Kimes, Nancy Lockwood, Chris & Bob Lyons, Marian Martinez, Patricia McQuade, Rich
Merrill of Merrill Assoc. Environmental Consultants, Betty Rather, Albert & Elizabeth Rice,
Joan & Louis Rose, Jeff & Lisa Rosendale of Sierra Azul Nursery, Rosemary Rovick, Tony &
Lorrie Rubio, Sue Terence, Joe Tribulato, Dorothy & David Walworth, Carol Whitehill, The
Spot, Kayak Connection
To $100
Sharon Anderson, Shirley Murphy, Evans Whitaker & Deborah Bronstein, Maggie Dickson,
Bruce Daniels & Barbara Graves, Rebecca & Dan Haifley, Edna Haynes, Virginia Henry,
Sondra Herrera, Mari & Klaus Kloeppel, Sally Moore & Larry Etow, S. Watkins & Susan
Maresco, Patrick & Cabell McCormick, Charles McNeish, Simona Siqueiros & Kenton
Parker, Nancy Thomas, A Man Around the House, Dianne Prentiss, Sue Struck, Shelia &
Alan Baldridge, Edward Frost, Gary Patton, Ann Soldo, Patricia Dunn, Thomas LaHue, Ann
Stemler, Dorothy Jeanne Ames, A.M. Escudero, Wolfgang Rosenberg
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Education through the Fitz Wetlands Educational
Resource Center
Education Programs with Rachel Garrett
2005 to 2007: Rachel’s first title was WERC Coordinator; in 2007 the title changed to Education
Program Director. Rachel left in December 2007. She had a twofold charge: to help
coordinate and eventually develop educational programs at the WERC for WWW and
for the community, and to serve as a liaison between WWW and teachers/administration
at PVHS and the City of Watsonville. As the first Coordinator of the new WERC, Rachel
helped assemble the team that would operate as staff for the years ahead. However, she
saw her main charge as developing educational programs. Rachel was involved with the
following educational programs during her years with WWW:

Bay-Watershed Education and Training Program through NOAA

WWW volunteers and staff worked with PVHS teachers to develop multi-disciplinary
curriculum involving wetland-based activities. The teachers who were involved came from
several disciplines, including biology, chemistry, English, Spanish, math, art and social
studies. Rachel recalls that this particular program was already underway in 2005 when
she came on board.

Wetland Stewards Program

In the Fall of 2006, high school mentors from PVHS worked with elementary and middle
school students from Pajaro Middle School, Amesti, and other schools on wetland-based
activities such as building birdhouses, planting seedlings, developing innovative wetland
and environmental games and “compost basketball.” WWW docents and college interns
also assisted with this program.

Summer Wetland Stewards Program

During the summers of 2006 and 2007, Rachel and Tami Stolzenthaler, an environmental
educator for the City, developed a summer component of Wetland Stewards with the city
of Watsonville that involved educating fifth- and sixth-grade students about the wetlands,
using math. This included a classroom introduction with math activities, and a field trip
involving math-based wetland activities looking at native and non-native plants.

Public informational talks

In 2007 WWW initiated a Community Lecture Series on environmental subjects: frogs,
raptors, bats and a variety of other topics. In addition, Rachel remembers public wetland
walks on weekends as well as the successful ongoing Saturday wetland restoration
programs.
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Education Programs with Noëlle Antolin
2007: Noëlle joined WWW with the title WERC Coordinator.
2008: She received her MS in Conservation Biology from San Jose State University. At this point,
her title changed to Director of Education
Programs. She felt that in order to gain a real
appreciation of the Watsonville wetlands,
both young students and the general
population had to experience these places
for themselves. In addition, because her
background is in science and restoration,
she wanted to create programming that
would allow students to do real science and
contribute to a growing pool of wetlands
data that would inform the direction of their Rachel with a project SEE field trip
restoration projects.

Wetland Stewards Program

Noëlle picked up the Wetland Stewards Program where Rachel, who initiated the program
in 2006, had left off. At that time, several other school groups were coming to the WERC to
participate in activities. The main group was the “Watershed Academy” which was led by
teacher Melody Randel. An SH Cowell Foundation grant enabled Rachel to create activities
for the Wetland Stewards program—a project that was halfway finished when she arrived.
In 2009, Noëlle and her staff expanded upon the Wetland Stewards program by creating a
formal relationship with PVUSD. This enabled WWW to contract with the District to teach
directly at their school sites. Under this new program, WWW staff are now able to work
with eight groups of 25 fourth and fifth graders for eight weeks each school year. This
creates better continuity for the students.

Project SEE

Noëlle also picked up Project SEE (Slough Environmental Education) from Rachel. Project
SEE was a “teacher-driven” curriculum project. The purpose was to work closely with
several PVHS teachers to create slough-based lessons in their subject areas, enabling
students to utilize the local wetlands in their studies. Each of the lessons has a strong
outdoor component. It was a challenge for teachers to complete the lessons because of the
time commitment involved, but in the end, in 2008, they were able to produce 15 lessons,
several of which are used by teachers at the high school. The entire curriculum is available
online and in print in the WERC library. Part of this project was the creation of a plant
guide, published in 2008.
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Cycles of Restoration

The Cycles of Restoration Program lacked funding for many years. Noëlle refers to it as
“our first education program.” It began with Bob Culbertson and Laura Kummerer. After
years of running that program with no dedicated funding, WWW was awarded a California
Coastal Commission Whale Tail grant to build a greenhouse on the campus of Amesti
School, run wetland field trips, and help students to grow plants from native seeds in their
new greenhouse. When that grant expired, restoration staff continued to run the program
mainly because they had a great relationship with the head science teacher, Betty Aboytes.
Today the Cycles of Restoration program
is run by the Education staff. In 2011
WWW received a grant from the Monterey
Peninsula Foundation to support staff time
and transportation.

Project Tierra

Noëlle worked with Jonathan Pilch to
design and implement a citizen science
wetland monitoring program. The Packard
Foundation first funded it under a two-year
grant. In 2012 it is in its third year and on its
second round of funding.

Noëlle instructs volunteers in training

Project Tierra involves students and community members in long-term monitoring of
our sloughs. Elementary and high school students collect data on water and aquatic
invertebrates every year; teams of volunteers collect water quality data every month. They
also run bird surveys throughout the slough system twice a year in partnership with the
Santa Cruz Bird Club. The information gathered informs our restoration projects and the
online database enables the public to access and download data. This database has the
potential to involve universities and other researchers in answering interesting ecological
questions in the sloughs. They also published a bird checklist of the Watsonville sloughs in
2010.
Over the years WWW turned away from Project SEE because it wasn’t really a
program, but rather a curriculum-designing project. It became clear that teachers are so
overwhelmed with tests and standards that they don’t have the time or energy to commit
to learning new curriculum and teaching it outdoors. After the curriculum was completed,
Noëlle offered several orientations, presentations, and meetings about the curriculum only
to find that many teachers either were not interested or were enthusiastic about the idea
but didn’t ultimately have time to follow through. Only four teachers from the entire school
(a Spanish teacher, one art teacher, and two science teachers) actually implemented the
curriculum.
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One of Noëlle’s and Jonathan’s goals was to integrate education with restoration through
Project Tierra. The work they are doing through this project benefits restoration in that they
are collecting critical information that tells us about the impacts of our restoration efforts.
The hope is that over time, they will be able to demonstrate that the restoration at a location
has, say, improved water quality, or has enhanced habitat for a particular bird. If we do not
eventually see improvements, then we will have to look at our management techniques and
make some changes.
Noëlle also began implementing two yearly events at the high school: one for World
Wetlands Day and another for Earth Day. These provide an opportunity to do outreach for
PVHS students and faculty and invite other organizations to participate. The hope is that
these events will also help to promote a culture of environmentalism at the high school.
The education programs started with Rachel at full time, and then went to Noëlle parttime plus Cara Sundell as a part-time intern. Cara became a part-time employee in 2008
as the Wetland Stewards Coordinator. When she left in 2009, Molly Underwood took her
place for less than a year. Noelle then hired Adrienne Frisbee as a part-time Environmental
Education Specialist in July of 2010. Adrienne coordinates the Wetland Stewards program
and assists with Project Tierra.
With the advent of Noëlle’s new baby girl in 2011, Noëlle has reduced her appointment to
part-time again. The education group still relies heavily on docents to run the field trips
and help in the classroom. In the summer of 2011, staff began contracting with outside
environmental educators to help with field trips and activities on an on-call basis.
The WWW Education Programs also work cooperatively with other educational programs,
for example:
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Mentoring groups of students from the Monterey Bay Aquarium WATCH program
participating in the year-long science projects
Leading workshops during summer teacher training program
Collaborating on World Wetlands Day and Earth Day.
Working with the Coastal Watershed Council, including participating in “Snapshot Day”
- water quality monitoring and leading field trips for their Project GO
Participating in Pajaro Valley Youth Collaborative
Participating as a Core member for the City of Watsonville
Participating in Earth Day

Jonathan has developed an ambitious propagation program for
restoration porjects
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Appendices
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Newsletter outline
The Watch has been a major mode of communicating with the members of the Watsonville Wetlands
Watch since its beginnings. The following lists the topics covered in issues over the years. Paper copies
of The Watch are archived in the WERC library; issues from Spring 2003 to the present are viewable online. Since 2002 our website makes much more information available on-line, from community activities
to monitoring data. Visit: www.WatsonvilleWetlandsWatch.org
1992 January
WWW beginnings/background/founders
proposed PV developments: Lohr’s ‘Villages’, ‘Horizon Hills’, new high school
seek funding for parks, open space
niche: habitat overview (D.Steele)
1992 Spring
global goals for local action
profile: M&M Kenner
gen plan 2005 progress
HS site search
Open space district proposal, bonds
Development proposals: new site for Hospital, auto center, ‘Villages’ development
‘brush pile’ restoration on DFG
niche: College L (J.Busch)
native CA heritage
1992 Summer
biodiversity at the crossroads
bond progress
W3 “road show”
Niche: long-toed salamander
Pinto L. HS site dropped
projects under watch: 3 residential devel, auto center, city & co gen. plans, slough study
1992 Fall
Slough master plan project through AMBAG
niche: slough plants (JB)
projects under watch: city & co gen. plans, 6 housing, slough plan
1993 January
last year in review
niche: “Websters”(ducks) (JBusch)
field trip reviews
legislative update
1993 Spring
niche: “Sex in the sloughs” (JBusch)
field trip reviews
profile: JVanHouten
Gardening for nature
HS site update: narrowed to Console & Edwards properties
Bond act for Wetlands
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1993 Summer
niche: “Grebeland” (JBusch)
general plan alliance re: west of Hwy 1, Land use plans at the crossroads
bond act progress: Wetlands initiative
city general plan & W3 position statement
AMBAG receives funding for slough study
1993 Fall
niche: “ Season of raptors” (JBusch)
CA wetland concensus: 2 yr study
native pond turtle
environmental /development balance
basin water management plan grant
1993-94 Winter
niche: “going, going, gone” (JBusch)
last year in review
profile: Clay Kempf
College Lake
1994 Fall
Landmark development supplants Villages
general plan progress
1995 Winter
niche: “A day in the life” (JBusch)
project updates: TAI, HS, Console property
initiative for preservation
Pájaro river restoration undertaken by local schools
1995 Spring
niche: “Wing & a prayer”WT Kites (JBusch)
flood ’95: cause & effect
1995 Autumn
niche: ‘Summer’s Afternoon” (foxes) (JBusch)
LAFCO looks at proposed annexation west of Lee Rd.
Target proposed for Console prop.
Slough study nears final draft
Politics of pollution
1995 Winter
niche: “Life on the edge” (JBusch)
watsonville’s econ. Future
bats presentation
Slough management plan finalized
Hwy 1 as growth boundary
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1996 Spring
niche: red-tail love (JB)
groundwater
Target devel & future devel.
W’ville’s annexation policy
1996 Summer
niche: “Watching the Wetlands”: incubating grebes & ducks (JB)
book review: “Wetlands Reader”
project update: TAI, Riverside Dr., Overlook
slough study update: WRM implementation in progress
1996 Autumn
niche: “Watching the Westside”avocets & stilts (JB)
Updates: Tai, Riverside Dr, river vegetation removal, sloughs: WRM plan approved
Coalition formed for campaign to save PV
1997 Winter
niche: “Questions &Answers” (JB)
save PV farmlands & wetlands alliance
1996 in review: Riverside Dr. annexation blocked by court, Tai slowed by final EIR, 		
Target center challenge delayed
1997 Spring
niche: “A tree swallow sings” (JB)
Prop 218 for open space
Report on projects
1997 Fall
niche: “Bouquets A-Buzz” marsh plants (JB)
update: LAFCO denies annexation plans, new HS site sparks lawsuit, slough 		
management plan moves slowly, river mgmt. plans proceed
W3 strategic planning proposed
1998 Winter
niche: “Marsh maneuvers” (JB)
Litigation Updates: gen plan west of Lee Rd., Riverside Rd. zoning, overlook center, 		
HS site
WWW awarded $1,500 for Organizational Development
clean up in Harkins and Watsonville Sloughs
Futures project looks at land use in PV
LAFCO OKs 343 ac. added to SOI
1998 Summer
niche: “Fathers afield” (JB)
W3 organizational devel
Strategic plan draft (June 14, 1998) inserted in center of newsletter
Futures project infill study released
Campaign to Save PV legal issues re EIR on Tai Property
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1998 Fall
niche: “Festival of flights” (JB)
BOD & by-laws proposed
fall clean-up
1999 Spring
niche: “View from Tarplant hill” (JB)
Bay Breeze devel on edge of slough
Earth day
President message:
		
Established Board of Directors
		
Made strategic plan
		
Lists 10 committees
Update: incorporation & non-profit status, book planned
EPA grant for slough plan
1999 Winter
“Rememberances the Pajaro river” Patrick Orozco
Committees: Education, Outreach, Planning & conservation goals outlined
PVUSD plans “Millennium” HS at Harkins slough
slough study funded: Watershed Resource assessment Conservation & Enhancement Plan in
development
2000 Spring
niche: “At the sight of blackbirds” (JB)
Vol opps: ed program, speakers, walk leaders, book pub., proof readers, phone tree
Keeley Bolsters HS Agreement (MOU)
Watershed Institute begun at Pajaro Middle School
Book nearing completion
2000 Autumn
niche: “Heralds of autumn” (JB)
October book Watching the Wetlands is available Oct. 1; Publishing Party planned
“A watershed experience: Discovering the Watsonville sloughs” is major art exhibit at
Pajaro Valley Arts Council.
Updates: Ed. Committee listed goals, Restoration RCD to collect seeds, Bay
Breeze needs
new EIR, fate of Tarplant Hill.
Slough planning moving forward
2001 Winter
niche: “Mid-winter day’s dream” (JB)
president’s message: goals & objectives (CW)
fate of river & creeks
“Watershed Experience” exhibit at PVAC
Action Pajaro Valley (WWW a member) start of Urban Growth Boundary Watsonville
Slough Restoration Project in progress
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2001 spring/summer
controlling Harding grass
Watching the Wetlands book wins award
ed comm. Develops curriculum
board update
project updates: Bay Breeze, slough resource protection, flood control
		
new HS
2001 Fall/Winter
niche: “Edge of winter” (JB)
Bay Breeze settlement
Birding Festival
Urban growth boundary
10 years of W3 to be celebrated
Flood control planning process continues
Slough Resource protection
Basin mgmt plan/ PVWMA
2002 Winter/Spring
Niche: “In the hush of morning” (JB)
WWW fights Home Depot site
10 year celebration Party at Pajaro dunes
Start WWW website
2002 Summer
niche: “Corner of the slough” (JB)
Restoration on West Struve
2002 Fall/Winter
niche: “Cool October Morn” (JB)
Friends of PDunes will partner on slough restoration
Fighting invasive weeds
2003 Spring
niche: “Swainson’s hawk” JB
PV High groundbreaking
2002 in review: Whale tail grant, WERC, Measure U, community hero Jim VH, slough
resource plan, P&C comm., restoration, river advocates.
2003 Spring/Summer
niche: “Owl moon” (JB)
Earthday celebration
Whale tail program report
2003 Fall/Winter
restoring damaged land
urban sloughs: intern outreach to new housing residents
Flood control: ACE plan proposals
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2004 Spring
niche: “Why duck populations change: JB
PVAC river show
Updates: new brochure, fundraising campaign, first docent class
Red-legged frog: living on the fringe (JB)
Winter restoration work
Fight to save the river/ACE plans
2004 Summer
niche: “Wrapped in wings” bats (JB)
restoration with goats
thanks to corporate supporters
Second Whale Tail Grant funded
Volunteers, city nature center & WERC
In memorium: Louise Newberry
River flood control alternatives
2005 Spring
niche:”Journey into night” (JB)
PVHS environmental protections set
Environmental, Educational success story: WERC
2nd docent class planned
WERC campaign: $190,000 of $235,000 raised
2005 Spring/Summer
WERC groundbreaking
WERC coordinator hired
Whale tail grant update
Earth day
2005 Fall
disappearing plants (J.Pritchard)
annual picnic recap
birding festival coming to Watsonville
WERC a-building
2006 Spring
niche: “Birding the slough” (JB)
NF&W funds West Struve restoration
WERC open house planned
Profiles: R.Garrett, J. Pilch, J. Pritchard
HS habitat improvements proceed
Planning commission hears W3 concerns
Bay Breeze planting/ Good neighbors to the slough
WERC library fundraising
2006 Summer
“Watching over the Prairie” Ground squirrels (JPritchard)
Cleaning up our water
BWET grant
Volunteer profiles: R. Edwards, K. Gamble, D. Mikzarek
Master wildlife artist Andrea Rich
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2006 Fall
“Sedges have Edges” (JPritchard)
WERC demo garden plan
Greenhouse open
		
2007 Spring
Recap: intern in classroom
wetlands stewards program starts
profile: Kathy Fieberling
volunteer profile: Alice Weigel
Docent training to start
Tale of Tar Plant Hill (JVH)
Red-legged frog talk
Restoration recap
2007 Summer
restoration: “A tilt toward the sun” (JPritchard)
outdoor curriculum built
TPH celebration
Wetland Stewards end school year
Thank yous
2007 Fall
“Junior Weed warriors” (JPritchard)
Wetlands Stewards article
Changes at the WERC: coordinator leaves
Science Illustration: Project SEE
Watercolor Nature Journaling workshop
Volunteer profile: Chris Johnson-Lyons
Free water: backyard cistern
2008 Spring
New staff: Kris Beall interim ED, Noëlle Antolin ED
Note from Kris
Volunteer appreciation
Bob Culbertson: Environmental Hero
Planning for Tar Plant Hill
Journaling workshop recap
2008 Fall
Great year for wetland stewards
Genie Dee hired as Development Director
‘Wetlands Alive!’ Tours start
W3 in July 4 parade
New docent class
Annual picnic recap
Prop 50 funds Restoration
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2009 Spring
profile: Cara Sundell, Wetlands Steward Coordinator
Endowment fund est. 2008 with $25,000. Goal is $5,000,000
Plans on Ice: delay for Sandra Laboto, a Wetland Steward, and WWW docent chosen for one
of 10 students
to go to Antarctica.
Restoration along the edges
World wetlands day
Northern Harrier donor program
E-newsletter available
New Outreach committee formed
Planting party at PVHS
2009 Summer
red-legged frog talk report
ED message
Lecture series outlined
Profile: Mary PaulRestoration Specialist
Farewell to Catherine Hatch, PVUSD
New maps on our website
Wetland steward year, poem
Wetlands alive tours
Program grants awarded
Docent class graduation
2009 Fall
restoration with grazing
volunteer profile: Linda Youmans
volunteer: Ashley Ciglar
garbage gyre talk
W3 at Strawberry Festival
2009 Winter
W3 displays: PVAC & fair
“ Back to School” Brunch
Wetland stewards star watch
NF&W grant
Docent training begins
Volunteer profile: Steve Zaslaw
Flood control planning
Sci-Inst teachers at WERC
2010 Spring
Lecture series: baskets, herps & reps
Land Trust community forums on conservation blueprint
Profile: Molly Underwood
Program updates: restoration, trails contract, High Grounds Organics partnership,
grazing, watershed snap-shot day
Keep wetlands afloat campaign
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2010 Fall
Wetland Stewards: education & restoration
Grant search & Biz. Outreach
New board members: Debbie Diersch & Shirley Edwards
Lecture series: Bears & birds
Birding classes
Bird Festival events in the sloughs
Los Pájaros exhibit at PVAC
Profile: Adriennne Frisbee
2010 Winter
Bioindicator bugs
Classes in the sloughs
Wetland Stewards: kayak, grant
Last Mile restoration
Plant sale at WERC
Annual fundraising “Back to School” brunch
Business outreach tour
2011 Spring
ED Kris Beall retires
Profile: Craig Breon, Ed. Director
‘Wetlands alive!’ Tours start for this year
Seed farming with High Grounds Organics
Cultural history with P. Orozco
Lecture: Bats
Grackle profile
World wetlands day
Wetlands diorama being built by talented volunteers
2011 Summer
Supporter Profile: Laura Hofmeister
Talk: green birding
Students study slough water chemistry, honor Wetlands Stweards
Earth day celebration recap
Field reports: Water monitoring, muskrat cameo, new native slough plant found,
restoration research on native grasses, seed harvest begins
Eagle seen in slough
Talk: Raptor rehabilitation
Soap plant
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WWW News Archives
The history and activities of Watsonville Wetlands Watch have been covered in the local newspapers over
the years. The following lists articles, dates and sources. An archived album of the articles is kept in the
WERC library.
1991 Register-Pajaronian series of five articles, by Chela Zabin, beginning Sept. 21, 1991, going
to Dec. 26, 1991. Featured are David Leland, Jerry Busch, Patri Orozco, Dick Bernard, who is
credited with naming with naming the Watsoville Wetlands Watch, Pedro Castillo, and Dot
Steel.
Sept. 26, 1991 R-P Opinion, , “Saving the sloughs: what can be done,” written in support of
saving the sloughs; discusses various options.
April 1992 Santa Cruz Magazine, , three page article: “Watsonville Wetlands Watch; the
Guardians of Struve Slough Haunt Developers,” by Bob Johnson. “It is the willingness of
Wetland Watch members to get knee-deep in the muck that allows the group to make the kind
of direct environmental statement that is likely to be heard in Watsonville.
Oct. 20 1992 R-P article: “Watsonville’s vanishing wetlands”, by Chela Zabin. “Slough
preservation
conflicts with urban needs.”
Feb. 1-28,1998, Watsonville Sloughs: Exhibit, Feb. 22-- Art Talk and Feb. 28 Walk. Exhibit and
talk at the Watsonville Library. Talk given by Jim van Houten and Jerry Busch, Walk led by Jerry
Busch.
Jan. 7, 1998, Santa Cruz Sentinal artcle, “Berkeley design firm to study PV issues” by Dave
Brockmann.
March 31, 2000, R-P article, “Slough planners seek input,” by David Pacini, featuring Donna
Bradford, Santa Cruz, rep. outlining the slough system.
June 6, 2000, San Jose Mercury News, “To save a slough,” by Terri Morgan. “New Tests will set
stage for preserving unique nature of the Watsonville Slough.” “Tests to determine health of
slough.”
Date? R-P, Community section, “Watching the Watsonville Wetlands,” by Leslie Rayburn,
featuring our book and Jerry Busch.
Oct. 1, 2000, Publication party, for our book, “Watching the Watsonville Wetlands,” at the
recreation hall, Pajaro Dunes.
Date? R-P “Supes set to help fund slough book.”
2001 “Discovering the Watsonville Wetlands.” A Watershed Experience; an exhibition of
paintings, photographs, prints, drawing and sculpture. Jan. 21 - Mar. 3, 2001, Pajaro Valley Arts
Council.
Jan.18, 2001, R-P, “Watsonville wetlands in multi-media exhibit,” with color illustrations.
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Jan. 18, 2001, S.C. Sentinel, “View to a Slough; Exhibit focuses on Watsonville Wetlands,”by
Nancy Redwine.
Feb. 7-14, 2001: Metro Santa Cruz, “Water World; A group of Central Coast artists mine the
Watsonville slough for art.”
Dec. 12, 2001, R-P, “Another subdivision approved; Council approves Sea View Ranch,” by
Dana Bruemmer.
Feb. 1, 2002, R-P, “Unwrapping nature’s gift, Plan unveiled for a trail system along city
sloughs,” by Dala Bruemmer, with color map and illustrations.
April 24, 2002, R-P, “High school plan moves ahead with Council vote.” by C. J. Canino. Color
aerial view of the proposed “Millenium High School,” Article notes that the Calif. Coastal
Conservancy provided a #3M grant for the land purchase and that WWW will be “responsible
for overseeing the restoration that will ultimately be the responsibility of the PVUSD for the first
ten years.” Afterwards the city may be responsible.
Nov. 6, 2002: S.C. Sent. “Growth plan approved,”-- Measure U--Watsonville growth control.
Dec. 19, (2002?) S.C. Sentinel, “United Way honors community heroes,” which mentions Jim
van Houten as a winner in the Natural Environment category.
Nov. 14, 2002: R-P, “Grant boosts wetland education program,” by Tarmo Hannula. Benefiting
Pajaro Valley school students studying Elkhorn Slough with the Monterey Bay Sanctuary and
Pajaro Watershed Inst.
Jan. 11, 2003, R-P, “An Idea with Wings; Can the Pajaro Valley’s birds attract tourism,” by Dave
Brooks, Front page article with color photos and descriptions of birdwatching sites.
Date?, R-P Opinion, “Action Pajaro Valley launches new effort,” noting WWW as part of this.
April 18, 2003: R-P, “Restoring our Wetlands; Local grassroots group works to restore
endangered wetlands habitat,” by Charles McDermid. Features Laura Kummerer explaining
restoration projects, and Bob Lyons explaining the value and background of this area. Front
page article.
May 28, 2003: R-P, “Paths to improvement; Final draft for wetlands trail approved,” by
Michael Seville. Another front page article with color photo.
Date? New Watsonville Watch brochure produced; “Watsonville Wetlands Watch; Protect,
Restore and Appreciate the Wetlands of Pajaro Valley.”
Date? Earth Day--photographs of children participating WWW display at Ramsey Park.
Dec. 12, 2003: S.C. Sent. “Wetlands education; South County kids explore the marshes in their
own back yards,” by Amy Coombs. Features Patrick Orozco talking to Amnesty School fifth
grade students.
Dec. 18-24, 2003: Good Times announcement, “Habitat Restoration for the Watsonville Sloughs,
20 Sat. giving pertinent information.
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2004 Aug. 16: R-P, front page, “Birds of a Feather; Expert leads group of enthusiasts through
slough,” by Tarmo Hannula, re Todd Newberry’s bird walk sponsored by WWW, with color
photos.
Dec. 8, 2004: S.C. Sent., Opinion, “Educational environmental success story.” An important
environmental educational center is coming to Monterey Bay,” re the dedication of the Patrick J.
Fitz educational center.
Dec. 3, 2004: R-P front page, “Slough of information; for environmentalists, educators, wetlands
become classroom,” by Laura Norton. Re the Sat. dedication of the WERC center, quoting
Carol Whitehill, “We want the students to really appreciate where they live and to ensure that
the slough will be perserved,” Color photos inc. arist’s drawing of Fitz WERC center.
Dec. 4, 2004, Celebration announcement of the Patrick J. Fitz WERC center on the building site.
Dec. 9, 2004, R-P front page, “Arnold really wants this; State official pledges to bring funds to
Struve Slough project,” by J.D.Hillard, featuring Bob Geyer, Nancy Lockwood and Will Semmes,
director of the CCC.
Mar. 2, 2005, S.C. Sentinel, front page, “A new face in the Pajaro Valley wetlands: New director
of education center dives in headfirst” by Joanne Sanchez. Re Rachel Garrett following
dedication of WERC. Building cost est. $760,000; city contributed $150,000, school dist. rec’d
$375.000 state grant; Watch raised $200,000 so far; $75,000 from Fitz after whom bldg. is named.
Color photo of Garett in the field.
Date? S.C. Sent. “Activity swells around yet-to-be-built wetlands center,” by Joanne Sanchez.
Quote from Rachel Garrett: “I hope the center will serve as a wonderful blueprint for other
educational resources centers.” B&w photos of Garrett.
Mar. 3-9,(’05?) Good Times, “Wet and Wild Lands; The Watsonville Wetlands Watch keeps a
watchful eye on the precious natural resources of Santa Cruz County,” by Bruce Wiley. Features
Marian Martinez (with photo in the field) and Laura Kummerer. Also articles featuring Bob
Culbertson, Marian and Laura again.
Mar. 4, 2005 R-P, “Wetlands edcational center takes shape; Construction bids, a new coordinator
gets project off the ground,” by Laura Norton, with color photo of Carol Whitehill and Rachel
Garrett.
Mar. 12, 2005, R-P, “Students find slough of information; Educational visit to Struve highlights
connection to ocean,” by Amana Shoenberg, re O’Neill Sea Odyssey and WWW’s connecting to
them. Photos in the field.
Nov. 6, 2005, R-P “Birds, birds, everywhere: Birding Fest boosts interest,” by Tarmo Hannula.
Re Monterey Birding Festival. “Through after-school program, students try out new hobby.
Color photos.
Nov. 12, 2005, S. C. Sent., “United Way names wetlands protector among area’s heroes,” by
Donna Jones. Re Carol Whitehill and her award.
Dec. 12, 2005, S.C. Sent., “Wetlands center nears completion; Site at Pajaro Valley High School
will be a lab and library for students.” by Daniel Lopez. “It’s almost done.”
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Dec. 31, 2005, S.C. Sent., “Deal for Tar Plant Hill in the bag; Wetlands Watch hopes purchase
will lead to preservation,” by Daniel Lopez. Color photos: Jim van Houten, the site.
Date? Map produced, “Wetlands of Watsonville” and brochure, “Creating a Living Learning
Envornment.”
2006 Jan. 23, R-P, “Wetlands group seeks docents, Volunteers needed to staff new educational
center, preserve sloughs,” by Amanda Schoenberg, featuring Marian Marinez. Color photos in
the field.
Mar. 17, 2006, R-P, “Wetlands center ready to open, Open house to be held Saturday, by Laura
Norton, Photo.
Mar. 17, 2006, Opening preview of WERC for Donors, Color photo of architect’s rendering of
WERC.
April, 2006, R-P, “Digging in the dirt at PVHS; Kids get a taste of Ruth Hofmeister Memorial
Greenhouse.” Photos.
June 4, 2006, S.C.Sent., “First set of educational signs set up along slough trails.” by Tom Ragan.
June 28, 2006, S.C.Sent., “Wetlands restoration wins recognition; Watsonville wins awards,
kudos from state groups on slough work,” by Donna Jones. Notes that 10 years ago sloughs
were “a dumping ground.” Bob Cullbertson explains how much has changed as they are now
being noticed and appreciated.
June, 2006, R-P, “ Environmentalist ready to venter away from Watsonville’s wetlands; Teaching
environmental isssues became a calling for Marian Martinez,” by Amanda Schoenberg. A very
good overview of Marian’s career and accomplishments with a color photo.
Aug. 6, 2006, S.C. Sent., “Wetlands rest in the their hands; P.V High trains students in region’s
sensitive ecosystem,” by Matt King. Quote from student, “I live right next to Watsonville
Slough and I always see it. I dont’t want it to get trashed.”
Dec.5, 2006? S.C.Sent., “Environmentalists look to form a unified vision for county.” by Roger
Sideman. Report on a meeting of members of various environmental groups .
Dec. 9, 2006, R-P, “PV High students help curb impact of industrialization; Project restores
wetlands grasses, native plants,” by Amanda Schoenberg.
March 16, 2007: R-P, “Science in Struve Slough; Cesar Chavex Middle School students test
waters in slough,” by Amanda Schoenberg.
Feb. 6, 2007, R-P, “Wetlands education goes hands-on,” by Rachel Courtland. Re students from
Rollling Hills School, visiting the WERC, quotes from Rachel Garrett, Kathy Gamble, Bob Lyons
and some students.
Related undated article: “Students help build birdhouses at Watsonville Wetlands Watch.”
May 8, 2007, S.C.Sent., “Creating Habitat in Watsonville’s wetlands,” by Daniel Lopez. Re
checking on native plants planted earlier in the year. Photos in the field.
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May 12, 2007, Celebration of Tarplant Hill’s 1st Anniversary.
Date? R-P, “Tarplant Hill celebrated, 2006 land acquisition serves as critical six-acre upland
habitat,” by Tarmo Hannula, with color photos, inc. one of Bob Culbertson presenting garden
trough to Fred Keeley.
Fall, 2007, Focus on Health, Domincan Hosp., “2007 Community Heroes,” with Bob Culbertson
group color photo.
Nov. 30, 2007, R-P, “Horse team pulls for wetlands; Restoration, environmental education order
of the day,” by Todd Guild. Re hiring team of horses to clear shorn grass from Tar Plant Hill.
Color photos.
Feb. 8, 2008 R-P, “Students groomed as wetland docents; This months’ training expected to
attract young people.” by David Carkhuff.
Feb. 17, 2008, S.C.Sent., “No task too small for community volunteer,” by Isaiah Guzman. A
profile of Bob Culbertson, with photo in the field.
Mar 1, 2008, R-P, “In California’s concrete jungle the grasslands come back; Local project nurses
land back to pre-European health,” by Roger Sideman. Kaura Kumerer quoted: “It has come
to life with a whole lot of community support and will require the patience and commitment of
many hands and hearts, now and into the
future,” Color photos in the field.
Mar. 13-19, Good Times, “Community in Action” story featuring WWW.
Apr. 7, 2008, S.C.Sent., “A Walk on Watsonville’s wet side; City spreading word on its slough
trails,” by Tom Ragan. Re free Sunday guided tours from Ramsey Park.
Oct. 4, 2008, First Report- Presentation brunch at the WERC
Nov. 11, 2008, San Jose Mercury News, “Deal keeps wetland and farms,” by Paul Rogers
“Wetlands/ Land to be leased for farming.” Re purchase of the Tai and other properties by
Land Trust of Santa Cruz County.
Nov. 11, 2008, S.C.Sent. “Key Link in wetland system to be protected,” by Kurtis Alexander.
Nov. 23, 2008, S.C.Sent. “PVHS students put down roots on campus.” by Alia Wilson, re the
working of students with WWW have planted over 80 trees and shrubs, removed invasive
species, planted native grasses and maintained the slough.
2009 Jan. 11, 2009, S.C. Sent., “Budget crisis having a profound impact on local environmental
projects.” By Karen Christensen. The list is long and includes WWW.
Feb. 3, 2009, R-P, “Locals dig into slough restoration, World Wetland Day offers work projects.”
WWW and the City of Watsonville sponsor working to eradicate invasive plants and planting
beneficial ones.
Jan. 17, 2009, “Teaching the slough’s treasures, PV native returns to area, helps protect
Watsonville’s Wetlands,” by Eric Anderson, A profile of Joan Rose, with color photo beside a
slough and at the WERC.
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Spring, 2009, Landmarks, pub. by Santa Cruz Cty Landtrust, “1000 Acres at Risk; Saving the
Watsonville Sloughs--Again.” Re their efforts thru grants to protect 500 acres of farmland and
wetlands.
June 13, 2009, R-P, “Public Invited to tour sloughs today as sheep help restore land.” Re the
hiring of 100s of sheep by WWW to clear invasive plant species.
Sept. 23, 2009, SCSent., “Land trust snares 440 acres west of Hwy. l; Purchase links state and
federal preserves,” by Kurtis Alexander. Kris Beall :”When people see what’s out here, they’re
blown away. We’re thrilled by this (acquisition).”
Other articles on this from Landmarks, R-P, SCSent., Aptos Times.
Winter, 2009, Ecesis, Quarterly newsletter of the California Society for Ecological Restoration,
“Restoring Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas in the Watsonville Slough Systems.” An
extensive aricle, with photos, by Jonathan Pilch and Harry Oakes.
2010 Feb. , R-P, “Efforts leave slough a better place/ International event draws on local
families,” by Tarmo Hannula. Re World Wetlands Day and the City of Watsonville and
WWW’s organization of this event.
Mar. 10, (’10?) SCSent., “Slough gets a boost,” by Romain Fonsegrives. Re the Federal Dept.
Agriculture dedicated $357,000 to restoring 29.8 acres near Watsonville Slough.
June 30, 2010, Sunset, “Day trip: Watsonville, CA,” wander the wetlands,” “miles of scenic
paths.”
Sept. 15, 2010, Aptos Times, “Deborah Diersch & Shirley R. Edwards new board members for
Watsonville Wetlands Watch.”
Oct. 12, 2010, The Post, “Bird Count Headed Online; Citizens Scientists Can Help Track
Changes in the Watsonville Wetlands,” Re WWW “launching project to involve local bird
watchers in long-term tracking of bird populations.”
Nov, 1, 2010, Aptos Times, “Adrienne Frisbee joins Watsonville Wetlands Watch.” as
environmental educational specialist, w/color photo. A shorter article Nov. 2 in the R-P.
Nov. 6, 2010, Ventana, “”Docent training begins in January for Watsonville Wetlands Watch.”
Nov. 14, R-P, “Environmental nonprofit and green business unite; Watsonville Wetlands Watch
aims to forge more partnerships.” by Alia Wilson. Re invitation green certified businesses
invited to tour the WERC.
Jan. 29, 2011: R-P, “Slough cleanup scheduled for World Wetllands Day; Organizers hoping for
slew of volunteers,” by Todd Guild.
Feb. , 2011, SCSent., “Digging in; Volunteers restore native grasses to slough shore.” by Shanna
McCord.
Feb, 5, 2011, “World Wetlands Day to be celebrated today,” Restoration director Jonathan Pilch
pictured at Struve Slough.
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Feb. 23, R-P, “Wetlands Watch hosts journalist,” re talk by John Moir on saving the Condor.
Mar. 1, 2011, R-P, “Students take scientific project to Washington; Pajaro Valley High contingent
represented in Student Summit on Oceans and Coasts,” by Todd Guild.
Mar. 22, 2011, SCSent, “Wetlands Group hires new director.” A brief announcement.
Mar. 27, 2011, R-P, “Watsonville Wetlands Watch gets new leader,” re appointment of Craig
Breon as new executive director, with a brief description of his background.
Mar. 27, 2011, SCSent ,” Harkins Slough water project threatened by duckweed; P.V. officials
seek county’s help for clearing vegetation, sediment.”
Apr. 7, 2011, R-P, “Wetlands Watch to begin weekend tours.”

Acronyms
B-WET – Bay Watershed Education & Training
CFSCC – Community Foundation of Santa Cruz County
COE, ACoE – Army Corps of Engineers
DFG – Dept. of Fish & Game
ESHA or ESA – Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area
FoPD – Friends of Pajaro Dunes
NFWF – National Fish & Wildlife Federation
NGO – Non-governmental Organizations
NOAA – National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
PVAC – Pajaro Valley Arts Council
PVHS – Pajaro Valley High School
PVUSD – Pajaro Valley Unified School District
RCD – Resource Conservation District. (Each county has one)
SC, SC Co. – Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz County
Project SEE – Slough Environmental Education
TAI – Tai Associates, Inc.
WAAE – Watsonville Aptos Adult Education
WCB – Wildlife Conservation Board. The acquisitions agency of DFG
WERC – Wetlands Educational Resource Center, also Fitz WERC
WWW – Watsonville Wetlands Watch
LAFCO– Local Agency Formation Commission
MBA – Monterey Bay Aquarium
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